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Ojv Playij^g iriTu Expressioj^.

INTRODUCTION.

§1. In the two first Pijits we have explained to the Pupil all the means necessary to form

and cultivate the mechanical volubilily of his fing-ers, and to acquire the following* properties,

so indispensable to a pianist.

a. Purity and precision in his playing*.

b. Correctness in keeping* time, and in giving* to each note its exact relative duration.

c. Quickness and correctness in reading* the notes.

d. A firmness in striking' the keys, and the power of producing* a fine fuU tone.

e. CoiTCct fingiering*.

f. Great lightness and volubility of fing*er in both hands, even in the performance of diffi.-

cult passag*es.

g: An exact observance of the customary marks indicating'ttie expression, so far as they refer

to the mechanical difference which must be observed between Forte and Piano, as AveU

>_ as between Leg'ato and Staccato. I

S2. But all these properties are to be considered only as means towards ihe real end of the

art,Mhich consists in infusing* spirit and sow? into ^e performance, and by so doing* opera-

ting* on the feeli/ng-s and the understanding- of the hearer.

§3. For every musical composition, without exception, acquires its entire ^ue and effect
with a hearer fi'om tiie manner in which it is played to him; and the ways of playing^arc so

very I'arious, that no limits can be assig*ned to the perfection attainable in &is respect; in-

deed the Player who is master of all the means of expression, is able to impart charms
to the most insig-nificant and even faulty compositions, and make them interesting- to the
hearer: so, on the other hand, the most beautiful piece may be entirely spoiled as to
its effect, if the performance is imperfect

.

S 4. Although execution and expression belong* mainly to the intellectual powers of the

player, they depend so much on mecJmnical, or material means, that even in g*reat mas-
ters and with hig*hly g-ifted players, both qualities flow into one another, and hence
one seems, as it were, only the natural consequence of the other.

We shall, in this part of the first chapter, proceed to point out more particularty&e still

further improved means,by which alone the player can attain to the highest deg*ree of
perfection, and to the true aim of the art.

§5. We may distribute all that has any relation to the style of execution under two prin-
cipal heads, namely :

1?* The strict observance of all the marks of expression, which the Author himself has in-

dicated in his piece.
2.

l-^' That expression which the player is able, and which he oug*ht to infuse into his per-
formance from the impulse of his own feeling*s

.

Ss. All the indications of expression of which the composer can possibly avail himself, re-
late to the three folloi\ing* branches of correct and refined execution.
a. To the Forte, Piano, cres, dimin, &c; and therefore to the different degrees of strength

or softness with ^^hich he is to strike each key

.

o. To the Legxfto, Staccato &c; and therefore to the different degrees, according*to which
- each note is to be held do\m, connected with, or detached from the otlurs.

.9]r)e (a)



2
c. To tho Ritardando, accelerando, ca lando ; &c; and therefore to the occasional varia-

tions in the prescribed degree of movement,\v\3Ac\v must be here and there introduced.

.A.
Ojv Forte aj^td Pia^tq.

§1. Every one knows that time and space are infinitely divisible.

In like manner, power is also divisible ad infinitum,, and consequently from a sing^le key
of a g-ood piano forte,we are able to produce,between the softest^^ and the loudest^
so very many different degrees of loud or soft tone, that strictly speaking*, they scarcefy

admit of being* counted. An example will make this more clear.

liCtus take; the fol-

lowing* passag*e.

The characters -==rcillllir==-, standing* under the notes, indicate,that the first 8 notes

are to be played g-radually louder and louder, and that the following* 8 notes are to be as

g*radually diminished in respect to the quantity of tone.

The g*radual swelling* of the tone is produced by striking*, or rather, by pressing* each
note somewhat stronger than the one which preceded it.

As the first note is marked piano, the swelling* of the notes cannot amount at last

to more than a mezza voce, as no sf nor /brfe is indicated to the 8*.^ note.

Nevertheless there occurs in this example already 8 different deg*rees of power, which
jnust be employed in passing* from the first piano to the mezza voce.

Let us now extend tiiie preceding* passage thus.

^^^Ji^^^^
As here ag*ain the g-radual swellings of the tone still amounts at last only to a mezza

voce, thoug*h it extends throug*h 16 notes, it follows that each sucessive note must be
struck louder than the preceding* one in a much less deg*ree than in the former example,
so that we may not arrive at the mezza voce till the 16*.^^ note. Here, therefore, there
occurs 16 degTees of power between the Piano and the Mezza voce.

If we now imag-ine the same passag*o to be still further Icng-thened, as in a chromatic
run, so that the g*radual encrease of tone shall last for 32 notes, for example, we shall

already employ between ^ and m.v., S^J different deg*rees of power.
In all this, no mention has been made of any For<e or Fortissimo, nor of any^P, all

of which require and admit of quite as many dcg^rees between one and the other. For Ex;
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5l'. All ihat has just been said demonstrates, that "without exag'gTfation, mc arc able to

produce^at least loo different degrees of loud and soft in striking* any one noten'ust as

a Painter can Tary any one colour in so many different shades, as g*radually to pass

from the deepest tints, throug-li infinite g"radations,into the finest and almost impercepti_

ble shades, and at last in a manner to melt away and be lost to Tiew.

What a crowd of means as to expression are placed within the reach of the player

by the mere touch alone/

§3. But for all this, is required such great practice, such a degree of command over

one's owTi physical powers, such a perfect mechanical cultivation of the fing-ers, and
lastly, so fine an ear, that only an accomplished player can fully avail himself of all

these different lig-hts and shades.

Inflexible and clumsy fing*ers cannot hope to accomplish this; and such persons often

fancy that they play with sufficient expression, when they contrast the piano and the

fo7'te in a marked and coarse manner; j^st as awkward painters lay on their colours

,

sometimes thick and sometimes thin, without attending* to the finer gradation and blend_

ing* of the tints, and therefore produce only hard and g-audy daubs.

§4. To procure the fing;*ers the necessary adroitness in this point of view, the practice

of the Scales in all the keys is once ag*ain t^e very best method, and the Pupil has only

to play them in the following* different ways.

A l*i^ Pianissimo. it 3]y Mezza voce. ii , t^ . .

1 T^. ur ^ .
^-^ Fortissimo,

2\y Piano. II 4^y Forte. H

And this in all deg*rees of movement, from Tempo moderato to Prestissimo; at first,

however, withojit introducing" crescendo's or diminuendo's.

B. When he has all these degrees of tone within his power, the same scales must be

practised ag*ain, introducing* the g"radually swelling* and diminishing* of the tone, by com_

mencing* with the softest j^^ or ^, and g-radually encreasing* the power as we ascend

to the hig'hest note, from which in descending* the passag*e must g*radually decrease in

tone, till we return back to the first piano.

Here ag*ain there are different g*radations. For Ex:

l^i* From 4^ to mezza voce, and back ^ain in a similar manner.

2\y From ^P to Forte and back ag*ain.

s\y From pf* to Fortissimo and back ag*ain.

4h^ From P or mezza voce at the outset to Forte er Fortissimo.

§S. The Player must take the g*reatest care that in the crescendo the aug-mentation of

tone shall take place by similar deg-rees,and not be thoug*ht of too suddenly or too late.

We must therefore always consider the lengi;h of the passag*e which is to be played cres.

or dimin, and g-ive the g*reatest deg*ree of strengi:h to the note where the expression ter-

minates or beg*ins to retrograde.

If, for Example, in the following* run, we were already to strike some of the notes forte

in the middle of the first bar, and play them afterwards

ag^in somewhat piano, flie fine effect of the crescendo

would wholly be lost . The same will take place in

the Diminuendo.

3\i)2 in



f. The third essential manner of cxorcisino; tlio fino-ers, consists in our bcino^ able to

j)-ive at Mill a peeuliar em|)1iasis to any note,l)y moans of any indi^'dual finj^-cr.

This emphasis may ho extremely sli^^ht, soarool}' pcrceptil)lo;lnit it may also be w. v, f,
and ff, MhWc all the other fing'crs still eontinue to play piano.

In the follo^n'nj>' passag'e, which on the whole is to be played piano throug-hoirt^the notes
disting'uished by K are to he struck about ?n. v.

Eaeh repeat 20 times.

-#3 The tinphjsis by only one finj^er

This Exercise, with the same fing-ering", is also to he practised in those keys in which
the thuml) will fall on the black keys, as for examjjle, in Eb, Db,Ft, &c. .

In addition to this, we must also learn to execute these emphatic notes forte and SS,
Avhilo the other notes are still to be played piano; and consequently we mustmake ourselves

master of the following* ways.

In the last case, the

time must be slow.

§6. Here it must be remarked,that the required emphasis must not be produced by any vio-
lent movement of the Players hand or arm, but by a strong-er pressure of the fing-cr, which
must be audible but not visible to the Bystander.
Even in marking' a sing-le note in the strong-est manner, or in a crescendo, both the hand

and the arm must be held as quiet as possible.
^r. Besides the more delicate lig-hts and shades which are produced by the crescendo and

diminuendo; the expression which results from the application of mere powermay be divided
into 6 principal deg-rceSjWhichin plajing" must be clearl}' distinguishable from one another, namelv:

I'*.* The Pianissimo.
)(

sir The Mezza voce. H , r^, ^ . .

^2\y The Piano.
|| 4.ly The Forte. 1

^^' The Fortissimo.

To procure for the fing'ers,as well as for the ear, the necessary deg-ree of practice in

this point, it will be desirable that the Pupil,along' wnth the scales, should carefully and dili

.

g'cntly play over in all the 5 ways explained above,the fing'er Exercises which are g'ivcn in

the 2'.' Part of this work, bi^'g'inning' always with the Pianissimo.

.'31.92 (r)



CHAP o I

,Mi )/,!•: J^.^'^rK i^tstructioj^s relative to the APPLic.rno.y

OF Forte, Piajsto, &c:

i 1. In modern Compositions, the marks of expression are in g-eneral so fully indicated hy
llieirAuthors, that thePlayer can seldom he in doubt as to the intention of the Composer,

But cases do occur, in which much remains at the pleasure of the player; and in the older

Piano forte pieces, as for example those of Clementi,Mozart &c, the indications ofexpressioji

are vary sparing*ly inserted,and the style of playing* is left to,and depends chief^ onthe taste

and experience of the Performerwhence the effective execution of these works becomes much
more difficult,

§2.^We may lay it down as an axiom,that each of these 5 principal species of Forte and
Piano, expresses some determinate character, and consequently that each is capable of pro-

ducing* a peculiar effect, Namely.
a. The Pianissimo (i^jP) which indicates the g*entlest touching* of the keys, so however,, as

not to become indistinct or inaudible. It hears the character of secrecy, mystery, and when
executed with the utmost perfection, it is capable of producing* on the hearer the pleasing*

effect of music at a g-reat distance, or of an echo.

J. The Piano (j^) Loveliness, Softness, tranquil equanimity, or quiet sorrow, manifest

themselves by the still soft and tender, thoug*h yet somewhat firm and expressive mode of

touch with which the keys are to be struck.

c. The Mezza voce (m,.v.\ This degree lies exactly in the middle between soft and loud,

and may be compared to the tranquil speaking* tone used in narration;and without descend-

ing" into a whisper or declaiming* in a loud tone, it will interest us more by the matter to

be played, than by the style of the performance.

d. The Forte (/) denotes the expression of self-sufficing* firmness and power, without

excess or presumption; Passion within the limits of proper dig-nity; as also, according*

to rule,whatever is brilliant and shewy, may be executed with this degree of power.

e The Fortissimo, (ff) That even the hig*hest deg*ree of force must always rest within

the limits of what is beautiful, and never be allowed to deg-enerate in a coarse thumping*,

or ill treatment of the instrument, has already been said. Within these bounds, it expres_

ses the exaltation of joy to extacy, of g*rief to rag*e; just as it also elevates what is bril _

liant to absolute splendor and Bravura.

In the following* examples the Pupil will find the means of practising* at larg*e all these

different shades of tone.

All? mod tp m -0- » \^

-•—5^Sue -^^ e_

3192



G Ok Mu a I V.I I. AccKjVT or KMi'H.isis

applied to fiing-le J\*otes.

Si. It is kiKmTi that every lang-uag-e consists of long- and short syllahles;that is to say,

of such as are to be pronounced long- or M^ith a certain deg-ree of weig*ht, and on which

the Accent comes; and of such as arc sounded short and without any pressure or emphasis.

In the followino' Mords, for example,

I steal no conquest fro?n a noble Joe.

the syllables indicated by — are long% and those indicated by U are short; and if we
were to pronounce them in the reTcrse way, the sentence would appear ridiculous, and

almost without meaning*.

Si^. With musical ideas the case is much the same, as here also the emphasis must always

be placed on the proper note. And thoug'h in music the place of this emphasis cannot

be so exactly established by means of rules as in lang-uag"e,yet wo are so far g^uided

therein by a natural and intuitive correct feeling* of concord,of intelligiblity of Rhythm, and
particularly of the character of each Indiandual passag"e,that we seldom fail in rendering*

our musical declamation sufficiently intellig^ible to the feeling's of the hearer.

Generally speaking*, modern Composers place with sufficient exactness, some suitable

character or other to each note which they wish to be marked with particular emphasis,
as :^, h,rf, ^fyfz^ffiy and even — &c. and in this case the Player has merely to at-
tend with care to these marks.

But when this is not the case, the following* rules will in g-eneral be found sufficient for
his purpose.

rt.Any note of long*er duration than those which immediately g*o before or follow it; must
be played \iith greater emphasis than those shorter notes. Ex:

J\loderato.

i
f

'';|:i:Qj;jjJ i;q:^g-jJi/Jflj^J i j^Jjf

Here, in the melody g-iven to the rig'ht hand, each minim must recieve an accent,and con
sequently they must be played with more emphasis than the crotchets.

As the whole passag*e is piano, we must avoid playing* the emphatic notes so loud as

forte; at most they must be played mezza voce.

Here, the accompaniment in the left hand does not take any part in this kind of expres-
sion, as it proceeds throug'hout in simple quavers. If however the passag*e were com-
posed of similar notes in both hands, then we should he ohlig*ed to g-ive an equal em-
phasis to the long-er notes in both the hands. Ex.

.SI.92
(c)
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See (jrevioirs pi(i>e.

^ £=^
A still more important remark may be made on this example. In executing" such empha-

tic notes the Player must aToid monotony as much as he possibly can.

^ow,as in the present example a minim occurs in every bar, this circumstance requires

that the emphasis should be omitted at least once or twice.

Here, this may most conveniently be done in the 4.*.^ and S^.'^bars; nevertheless the C #

in the ^t.^^bar, and the D in the 8t^ bar, must either be played without any emphasis at all

or with a very slig-ht one. This variation can only take place in the two bars indicated,
because in them there is a point of repose in the melody; thatis, there occurs a semica-
dence in the 4*.^ bar, and a complete cadence in the 8t^ bar, and also because in this point
of Aiew the whole period receives a kind of symmetry or correspondence.

b. Dissonant chords, or such as sound disag*reeable to the ear, are g'enerally struck with
somewhat more emphasis than the following- consonant or ag"reeablc chords. Ei:

+

5 M ^PB ^ f^ rV ^
*=: M
W=^ ? f^ -<s-

Thoug-hthis passag-e is to be played Forte all throug*h,yet our feeling-s require a some-
what g-reater deg-ree of emphasis on the dissonant chords marked +, which must not,

however, be sufficient to disturb the natural flow of the measure, nor the equality of the
Rhythm.
c. Sing-le notes of the melody, which are used merely as passing" rf*seorrfs,g'eneralIysound

harsh ag-ainst the accompaniment,and should therefore be played very soft, particularly
when the passag-e is slow. Ex:

-iji # Andante. ^—^ r

—

'.

~~

As it is one of the first duties of a Player never to leave the hearer in doubt as to the
subdivisionsof the bar, it follows of course that where it is possible, he should mark by a.

g-entle accent the commencement of each bar, and even of every principal time or subdi _

Msion of it. This is more particularly necessary when the Composition itself leaves us
in any doubt on this brad. Ex:

.si9e
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Althouo'h here the real accent falls only on the dotted crotchet, still the first note of

every bar must he played wnth a sli^*ht thoug-h scarcely perce])tible emphasis, in order t©

indicate the commencement of the bar. For the hearer can only follow a piece, when he is

ahle to seize constantly and correctly the succession of the bars and of the Rhj^thm. The

same thing* applies also to running" passag*es of equal notes, as otherwise the hearer may
easily lose all perception of the real measure. Ex:

Alleg'i'o

Here, every note disting^uished hy a * must he struck with a slig-ht dcg-ree of emphasis,
just sufficient to make the divisions of the harintellig-ihle, still however not so strong'ly

marked as to disturb the equality of the entire run.
d. All s}Ticopated notes must he struck with peculiar emphasis . Ex:

Alleg-retto^

J

Here the rig-ht hand must constantly be somewhat more strongiy marked than the left
The same thing- is to be understood when the syncopated notes stand sing-ly. Ex:

All?
I

1—

I

.

^ ^'di^* j '1^*'* \\sTi^ ^^^

Here the ejiiphasis must be employed alike in both hand

frft^'tl^tp^^
(c)



e. A slurred note standing- between other notes equal in duration,but whicharetobe played

staccato, must be struck with a certain degree of emphasis. Ex:

•fflffli.rTT:

t^g^gj
The first of the 2 notes which are here connected tog"ether by a short slur, must always

be struck with a somewhat marked accent, while all the remaining" staccatoed notes arc

only to be played with the prescribed deg'ree of tone.
' "

%S. The marks of expression which are affixed to sing-le notes, require those notes to

be played one deg-ree louder than they would otherwise be.

When therefore a whole passag*e is to be played jj^ , the notes disting-uished by :>•

or A must be played only "P, and therefore only with a Tery slig"ht emphasis.

If the passag-e is marked Piano, the emphatic notes must be played m.v. and so on.Ex:

tModerato

S J.;u J jh^^

^s
FF¥ ^ ^ff^^ e-

Tj
i
i^jl- ^

i ^
f T^

'ir^ i

'i^
I

'l

2S .l.
|

;

l -l

I

-I

| 1
I'

l ffii '1^ ir'ri'ii I'r'-^

J jC^^j-.

ilD-J
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§4-. Every note whirh is to be held do^vn for sometime, particularly in the Treble and

in jpP and ^>^ passag'es.must be struck with some little deg-ree of emphasis: for as

the Piano-forte has not the power of sustaining* the tone, the melody would otherwise

sound too thin and poor. Ex:

Andante

§3. With the same sort of emphasis imist every hig"her note of a melody, be played, as

compared with those which are deeper as to pitch. Ex:

Allea'retto,

ifxi rf^ r^ff
i

Tfr
I

ff
fdaC. ^^^

SL9'^
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'^6. When dissonant chords are resolved into consonant chords^ the emphasis always

fall on the discords. Ex:

i
h-^

^=F=B^VH^ ^ P- -^=^-H^

3 ^=^
^^ 1^ -^ ^ ^=^^ -^ r-

P i(^ 3 1'^ Ji r:

g g g
K «

*f tES F^f y r^"
-^M^

r^f^ s

Jfli-idJ^#|^-^^FH^

Exceptions to this rule must always he expressly indicated hy the Author.

§7. TVhen a simple trait of" melody is repeated several times, we can vary the accen-

tuation- of it in many different ways, and thus cause it to appear always new and in_.

teresting". Ex:

Mlegro.'

fi r i

r r
i rfrp

i ^^t
'p) semplice-

^n^ r«r r m

[^^ f ir'ri'rir^JJij J jj i/r^ri

3192 (c)



'§8. Even in quicker passag'es,thc emphasis must fall once on the accented, and once

on the unaccented times of the bar. Ex:

r ^ r ^ r^ f r f r r f^f
§9. In very quick running- passag-es, the placing- of a slig-ht but marked emphasis on

the first note Miiich belong-s to the accented times of the bar, is more particularly ad-

vantag^eous, when we play with an accompaniment, and are called upon therefore to keep

the time more strictly than^usual,hoth for our own sake and for that of the accompanist.

Ex:

.Ifo Zto A119

^'V'0fr
'lL

^^^^^^^m
tlifUz^f^ti^'tW

Molto All?

§10. In chords the hig-hest notes must be more strong-ly marked than the rest, es_
penally when those notes form a melody. Ex:

Modtp

§U. A Piece ends g-enerally either f>P or ff, scarcely ever mezza Toee.
§12. On the repetition or Da Capo of a Scherzo after the Trio, the first part of it
when played for the second time, and the following- second part when played the first
time, must be performed throug-hout f>p, and almost without any emphasis.

3192 (c)
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§13. When plain long- notes oeeur in the rig^ht hand, while the left has an aceompani-

ment consisting" of many notes^ the rig-ht hand must he played almost forte, and the left

hand on the contrary, should he played piano.

.Andantino.

^b r< ^
'

^^
>*

^^iih^ ; liiU4
f>5 ii'UH^'fi ij-l ? '

. I

-f i ;

^r- t £ i

^^^fe^ffl^^^^^^

As in this example it is impossible to employ with propriety any particular deg-reeof
emphasis in the rig-ht hand, beyond that which will arise from striking- the notes with
that hand rather forte, holding- them firmly down, and connecting- them smoothly with one
another; it is necessary to transfer this sort of emphatic expression to the left hand, so
far as to play the chords which ascedd and the semic^uaTers, somewhat crescendo, and on
the contrary, to play those which descend, diminuendo; without howerer by any means over-
stepping- the limits of Piano, and always taking- care by a g-entle touch to g-ixe these
accompanying- parts a soft and melting- effect.

§14. Among- the most beautiful effects which arise from playing- with finished expres_
sion, may be particularly mentioned the striking- with firmness the notes of a slow me_
lody, when it occurs in the middle parts, while bath hands play a soft accompaniment
thereto. Ex;

SID-J (c).



The effect of such passag*es when well executed is so decieTing", that one is tempted to

helleve that the middle part or melody is played on another instrument and by another

hand, while the Piano forte merely accompanies in a soft and g-entle manner.

^15. TVhen there occurs a connected melody accompanied by staccatoed notes, it must

be played with more emphasis than the accompaniments. Ex:

Andante.

ji ^ ^ ^' ^ V ^ q^ t 5 5 4 5 ^4 5 5 ^
Here, the upper part which contains the melody must be played almost forte, and also

with emphasis and expression, while the shorter notes in both hands must be executed
very piano, and staccato, but by no means arpeg^iocd.

ii\e^2 fc)
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§1. Before any thing* else, it must be observed that the crescendo should noTer be pro-

duced by a visible exertion of the hands, or by lifting* up the fing"ers higher than is

usual, when we are plajing- leg-ato; but only by an encreased internal action of the

nerves, and by a greater deg^ree of weight, which the hand receives therefrom, without

however fettering* the flexibility of the fing-ers

§2. According" to the g*eneral rule, every ascending* passag*e must be played crescendo,

and every descending* passag*e, diminuendo. Ex:

Allegro.

^Si

This rule must be observed^even where the Composer has not indicated the style of
playing*. ^Vhere he wishes for the opposite mode of expression,it must always be express-

ly indicated.

§3. If a passag*e of this kind, not very short, is to be repeated directly, it oug*ht to be

played much more piano the second time than the first.

Even a pianissimo has in this case an ag*reeable effect. Ex.

S\9'2 {-)
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The 2^ time therefore the cre».- and dtrntn; is either not employed at all, or only in a
very small deg'ree. •

In g-eneral, every repeated passag-e should he played the 2^ time, with a different
style of expression from that which was g-iren to it the first time.

%4>. When a slow melody proceeds either in ascending* or descending- over an accom_
panying- harmony, which is stationary, the ere s: or dim: must he employed according* to
the g-eneral rule and in a manner corresponding- with the melody. Ex:

Andante.

ii]D-J



Andante

'^^^mH^^
17

^fei
5=n

It is of course understood, that the player himself must introduce this expression,

even when the Author has not indicated any.

55. Short passag-es, consisting- of quick runs and intended to he played forte, are

g-enerally executed crescendo hoth in ascending- and in descending-, so that the last

note may receive the emphasis. Ex:

.Allegro.

^-'Vf^-gJJ'-l^f^r'H-Egfl-£^r-

§6. Shakes of which the duration is left to the fancy of the Performer , and which

heg-in Piano, must encrease in the middle of their leng-th to a /, and then as g-ra-

dually diminish to piano once more.

When such shakes heg-in Forte, they must g-enerally he executed diminuendo down

to a fijp

.

i ^

i
F^f==-f> ff

:?S:
^ fP^ i :^=^

33= -^^
A Shake of such a long- duration will often g-ain encreased inttrest, hy a proper-

ly reg-ulated and often repeated emphasis. Ex:

r>s
/»-/WWV^/\<V^/Vl/W^/^/Vy''^^^/VW<«^ 'il

Here, however, the shake must not by any means he interrupted; the repeated swell-

ing- and diminishing- of the shake must only he produced hy successive strong-er or weak-

er pressures of thefing-ersonlhekeys, occurring- at ecjual intervals.

s\9-2 (c)
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The Player must allow himself this ornament, only when a pause is combined with the

shake, and where of course it may he of any duration at his pleasure.

%7. It is only in a long* Tremolando, and particularly in such cadence passag'es,as are of

an ad libitum duration, that this swelling* and diminishing* of the quantity of tone g'enerally

takes place. Ex:

Adaa'io.

11 II II n n II u n n ir~ii I i I J
'

[

PPraR:

§8. Occasionally during* a g*eneral cres: and dimin:, other little marks of expression

occur, which must take their part in the.g*eneral swelling* or diminution of tone. Ex:

Allesrretto.

rf^^LL^iALc^'iLL'L^"
JModerato.

^^ ^3 -^

The subordinate characters -^zzZlZ^^^- must encrease and decrease in quantity of
tone, in proportion as the g'eneral cres. and dimin. encreases or decreases.

,919^
(-)



CHAP o II 7.9

OjV TH?: employment of the fARlOVS

OF Legato aj^td Staccato.

DEGREES

%l. The holding" down, the dropping*, and the detaching* of the keys may, as in the Forte

and Piano, he divided into five degrees, viz:

a. l^he Leg-atissirno,- in >vhich eachfing*er is suffered to remain on the key for a long-er

time than the note actually prescrihes. This kind of touch is applicahle only to arpeg--

g'iocd chords; and g-reat care must he taken to hold down in this way, only such notes

heIong"ing* to those chords as are consonant or ag'reeahle to the ear. Ex:

^.rr/r.rrirrrr^mf^
Here the top note in the rig"ht hand, and the bottom note in the left must he held down nearly

as long" as if they were crotchets, and the middle fing"ers oug^ht not to be lifted up till

they are required to strike some other notes; nearly thus.

^
.dlr-d>-c_lr' iZf-^Ji^tlf-tU

i

^T^-^-^T^ I

^-'1IT2 JT2^S m
I

^ r f 'f ( t t
In quick arpeg-g-ioed chords, which are not to be looked upon as brilliant passag-es, but

merely as contributing* to enliven and encrease the effect of full harmony, the same mode
of pla3ring* is applicahle. Ex:

All?

b. The Lteg'ato,\yy this kind of touch, passag*es of melody and closely connected succes-
sions of harmony are to be executed on the Piano forte; and the Player by strictly hold _

inp;* down each note till the next one is struck, must,as far as the instrument will allow,
oiuleaTOurto imitate the effect of the human voice, or the smooth tone of a windinstrument.

S]99 (c)
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V. The Mezzo STACOATO, or half-dctached touch, occupies the middle place between the

smoothly connected and the pointedly detached kinds of touch, and g'ires a certain empha
sis to each note, without however connecting- it to the rest-

Notes struck in this way, receive a peculiar sig-nificance and importance,which, parti _

cularly in slow movements, no other kind of touch can possihly impart.

rf. The Staccato, The pointedly detaching* of the notes infuses new life into the music; and

the fatig-uing" monotony, which the constantly connecting* the notes would at least assuredly

produce on the hearer, is avoided by the occasionally detaching* of them, and by the little

points of repose which this produces.

e. The Marcatissimo or Martellato. This peculiar mode of detaching* the notes amounts

almost to the shortest splintering* or scattering* of them; and when introduced in the proper

place, it imparts to passag*es, otherwise lig-ht and insig*nificant,the effect of the dazzling*

Bravura style of playing*, and of a conquest over the g*reatest difficulties.

52 Between these five deg*rees of expression, there lie innumerable shades and modi
fications, all of which may be employed to advantag*e by a perfectly formed flexibility of

fing-cr, prompted by the g-ifts of feeling* and of talent.

In the following* example the above principal modifications are presented one after an-

other. .

J^oderato

'II Lid i LfL^jfi'

I

CU-I-^S m' \ :Lu\ilSf^'^^ [ legatissimo.

5^
¥

legato ,
I

^wi
iri'rr^icICr ug i LirrLiQr'^^

3^^U^
mezzo stacc

3
^

1
^ '' :^^ I

J5f marcatissimo

^ J^,^^/. ill
f -i-i r]iN-i'^i]'iJ^i^ J_^j^

r5. ?r
.s;.92
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§i3. The Leg-alissimo is indicated by slurs and ties, as also in g*eneral by tbe Mord itself

being* superadded; and it is besides also to be employed in all such passag*cs,as contain

a touching" melody in several parts, or a richly sounding* succession of harmony, Sudi
passag-es are g-enerally played f^p, -p, or m.t^,- seldom /or^^e orff. Ex:

A.dag-io.

fcj^<i^n,r;aCr^ii^=\

'^ ^-i ^l
tem ^ i

The mournful character of this passag-e, and the g*reat expression with which it may be
played, demands from the performer the obserTance of the following* rules, and styles

of playing*. -

1. Both hands must always be held firm,and with all their weig*ht resting* on the keys;

althoug-h the fing-ers, whereTer ^ or, JPP is indicated, must strike as g*ently as is ne_

cessary.

.

2. At all crotchets and minims^ the fing*ers after the percussion, must keep the keys firmly

down, as low as they will descend.

3. In the first 3 bars, the notes of the melody in the rig*hthand must be held down so

long*, that each fing*er shall not quit its key, till somewhat after the next note is strucl^

say not till after about the leng*th of one of the quavers of the accompanying* triplets.

The 2 last triplets in the third- bar, and the 3 last triplets in the 5*.^ bar are to be held

as long* in the rig*ht hand as each fing*er can possibly remain stationary on its key.

The same applies to all the triplets in the left hand .

4-. At the passag*es in several parts which occur in the 4.t^ and 6t^ bars, the fing*ers

must g-lide from one note to another with all possible smoothness, tranquility, and con-

nection.

§4. The common liEGATO is indicated by slurs; audit must be employed in all cases

where the Author has not indicated any particular expression. For in music,the Leg*ato

is the rule, and all other modes of execution are only the exceptions.

As we already know,the Leg-ato consists in this, that every note is held doAvn according* to its full

duration, and the keys are not to be quitted till the succeeding* note is actually struck.

In this manner must be executed every melody, every passag*e in several parts andeveryrun how
ever rapid.The most dificult and most important point is the execution oftheLeg*ato inthe strict



"Nt}Io,-of thisAve shall speak liercaftcr. Here follows an example in the usual style.

All? moderato.

^^^^fa^rrrLJirr \ a.\ ^ ll

imrrr^'̂m^4^S-4^-^aS ^ lO-^^
fc£

The soft and g-entle character of this movement is expressed, hy the rig^hthand exe^

cuting" hoth the slow notes and the runs with a fine full tone, with perfect equality
and repose, and with as smooth a connection, as it could he played in one breath on a
g-ood wind instrtiment,such as the Clarionet or Flute. In the 8th j^ar the crotchets in

both hands are to he kept down, so that the fing'ers may not be taken up till as late as
possihle,that is, just before the percussion of the next note. In the following- 4 bars
all the 4. parts are to be executed in an equally singling- and flowing- manner
In like manner we must proceed with the quavers in the subsequent bars.

The quavers in the left hand in the first 7 bars are to be played in a connected man-
ner, tis true; still the lowest notes must not be held down as if they were minims,but at

most like crotchets.

'^h. Particular attention must be g-iven to that Leg-at o, which is to be employed in

a prog-ressive series of notes which is distributed between the two hands. Ex:

.3192 i^)



Lento

Here, both hands must every where follow one another with such perfect equality, that

the hearer may always imag-incthat he listens to only one hand playing* Leg-ato. Conse
([uently the last note in each hand must he kept down,till the note which succeeds it has

actually been struck by the other hand.

We must not confound this manner with that exchang-e of hands, in which in passag-es of

a similar kind the crossing- of the hands is made perceptible to the eye, in order to pro-

duce some brilliant and peculiar effect.

§6. When smoothly connected passag-es of octaves occur, the Player must endeavour, by

alternately emplojing- the 4*.^ and 3*? fing'ers,aiid by the most absolute repose of the hand,
to produce as perfect a Leg-ato as possible. Ex:

Moderato. 4. 3 iLi 4.

^^^^^^^^ ^
^^=m^^^^^^^
The same rule applies to full chords^ when they are to be smoothly connected.
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§7. W]\cn (•onsidpral)lc skips arc to be executed Lcg-ato, we must have perfectly at com

_

mand, the power of projecting* our hands towards any g-iren point, and the certainty of

taking* a true aim, so that we may not fall on these distant keys with too muchweig*ht.

Ex:

Allegro Modh*

''''

'L^'"[ci-r' ' LdJ'IXlJ ''Mlf'LcX'
'

J ^

^Ve must learn to employ the different shades of expression in these skips,with as much
facility as in natural melody, and commonplace. passag*es. ''.'* '.*" '"*'

y

Oj^ the Mkzzo Staccato Touch
or DROPPED - ^'•OTE^.

§1. This touch which may be divided into two principal sorts, is of peculiar importance
to the Player; it is indicated by the character .<77Tr>. , and when applied to a sing*le

note, in modern music by — .

.

—m-
^

§2. The first mode of employing* it,consists in holding' down the slow notes of a melody '

for only somewhat more than the half of their usual ^aluc, say for about 2 thirds of it;

and thereby causing* a little interruption,chasm, 't- interstice between such notes and
those which come next.

In this case the keys are g*enerally struck with some little emphasis. In tolerabfy
slow notes the whole hand is to be raised up a little, but in quick notes only the fing*ers

are to be lifted up. Ex:

Sl9ii (c)



tdndantino

The effect of this mode of playing- in a slow movement resembles a speech interrupted
by sig'hs, and the Performer must take care to quit each key at the proper moment, so that
he may not g-et confused as to time either in the Leg-ato nor in the real Staccato; except, as
here in the 8t^ bar, some chang-e in the style of performance is actually indicated.
§3. The slow time of the preceding' example permits all the notes in it, which are to be

detached, to be executed with a slig-ht movement of the hand. But in quicker movements
this motion must only be allowed to the fing-ers. Ex;

All? tnoderato. ^^ ^ ^ . _ . . . -^^



§ i. Wlicn, however, runs and passag-cs still quicker than these are to be played in this

manner, the second s^fc/es of mezzo staccato playing* must be employed; it consists in

this,that eachfing-er with its soft and fleshy tip on the keys, makes a movement like that

used in scratching' or in tearing- loff something', employs a more or less of the rapid action

of the nerves and muscles; and thereby obtains a very clear, ])early, and e([ualtoucb,by'^^t'li.

even in the quickest times, all passag*es may be executed with equal roundness and finish,

witha full and not too harsh atone,and with the most perfect and pleasing- tranquillity^ofthe hands.

§5. All Compositions written in the brilliant style, and consisting- of a vast numberofnotes,

and in a quick deg-ree of movement, must ?'« preference be played in this manner; because

the ([uiet Leg*ato style would appear too dull and monotonous, and the pointed Staccato,

too hard and coarse.

It is of course to be understood that particular passag-es may at any time introduce

exceptions to tbese rules.

5 6. This mode of playing" admits of all the modifications of ^'^3. f). m.v. up to forte.

Only the Fortissimo would here require too g*reat exertion of the nerves. For it is evi_

dent that all kinds of crescendo, &c. oug-ht to be produced only by an internal and invi_

sible exertion of the nerves and muscles of the hands and fing-ers.

Ml9 vivace.

^FDt?
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All passag*es distlng-uislied by the words liCg^iermente^or Leg'g'ierissinio,must ho lexocu.

tod in this manner; as well as most tasteful embellishments, particularly those in the hift'h-

er octaTos, which receive thereby a particularly charming* effect.

§7. This mode of playing- is too important to be acquired by merely practising' these

few passag-es. The Student must occupy himself with it exclusively for a certain tim(>;

and here ag-ain the complete series of Scale -Exercises in all the keys are the verv best

means, if we dilig-ently practise them in all the deg-rees ofPiano and Forte, as well as

in all sorts of movement;, till we are in a condition to execute at will in this manner,

eveiypassag*e, not consisting' of double notes.

§8. This mode admits of very many shades and g-radations between the Leg-ato and the

real Staccato; because we must by practice, g-radually enable ourselves to encrease at

will this power of suddenly dropping- the keys,by a g-reater or less exertion of the nerves

and muscles, as well as by more or less movement of the tips of the fing-ers.

O^r THE Staccato.

§1. The Staccato style is indicated by dashes over the notes, or by shorter durations of

the notes than usual, followed by rests; it consists in a short firm percussion of ttie

keys by the fing-ers, without lifting- up the hands in Any considerable deg-ree, and without

making- use of that quick withdrawing- or sudden drag-g-ing- avmj of the tips of the fin _

g*ers, of which we have spoken in the last Section.

§2. It is to be understood as a rule, that when these dashes occtir, each note is to be

held down for only the half of its duration

.

%3. The Staccato can only be employed up to a certain deg-ree of rapidity; and such
passag-es as are to be played Molto Alleg-ro or Presto, can only be executed accord-

ing- to the foreg-oing- mode of striking- the keys, as the Staccato would be found too

laborious.

§4.. It is necessary, that the Player should be perfectly master of the Staccato in all

the deg-rees of Piano and Forte; and that for this purpose he should dilig-ently practise

the Scale Exercises, &c, in all these ways, from the slowest Time to a moderate degrreeof

quickness.

§5. The Composer always indicates the Staccato in some one way or other, and thePlay-

er should not employ it merely according- to his fancy.

%G. When 2 or 3 notes are connected tog-ether by a slur, the 2^ or s^ note is to be

played detached. Ex:

M^oderato.

But when at the end of the short slur, a dot stands over the note, that note must

be detached very short, so as to curtail it by more than half of its duration.

3\B2 (r)



S8 Marcato or Staccatihsimo.

Sl.This is the shortest and most pointed manner of detaching- notes; it may be carried

on till it amounts to the Martellato, or hammer like percussion of them, in whichthe notes

are struck as short as possible, appearing- and disappearing- withthe rapidity of lig-htening-.

$2. This mode is indicated by perpendicular dashes or strokes over the notes, which in

playing- must he carefully disting-uished from the dots which frequently occupy the same

situation.

§3. A more than usual eleTation of the hand and eyen of the arm, particularly in slops,

is allowed here, as the Marcato is g-enerally employed only in Octaves,Chords, and pas_

sag-es in which the notes do not follow one another rery quickly; and as the Player, to en„

hance the effect,is often oblig-ed to exert a g-ood deal of force.

§4.. Here the Pianist must he most particularly careful to preserre afine tone,eTen in

the g-reatest ff, so that the Martellato may not deg-enerate into a mere thump or crash.

Here follows an Example.

, <?v?..... ,
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In the following- Example, all the & principal species of Leg-ato and Staccato are

introduced ia succession.
^

^ #w»,--

'^MJit^
.Moderato

%a. When long- and extended passag-es pass hy degrees from Leg-ato to Staccato,

or the reverse, there are many other, and indeed almost infinite little g-raditionshetween

each principal species, which may he produced hy well practised fing^ers, prompted hy

refined feeling*.

§6. As in the pointed manner of detaching- the notes, employed in the Molto Staccato,

the entire hand and even the fore-arm must he lifted up; every passag-e which is execu_

ted in this manner receives a particularly shewy effect, and it appears to the hearermuch

more difficult,than it really is, or then it would appear,if executed in any other style of plaving-.

Thus, for Example, no one will call the following- passag-e difficult.

'JStoderato.

^ ~

If
^^^

. ii^^e
"llrir

^ta
But let us play it in

the following- manner.

ii'JMtl
-^i-P- -!^-P-^ ^q_p --

that is, with hent and rig-id fing-ers, with g-reat force, extremely short, and with the ne-

cessary movements of the arm; we shall find that in truth it hashecome much more

difficult; but that it haH also become much more effective, and that is now in a cer-

tain deg-ree, capable of justly exciting- the admiration of the hearer. When a passag-e,

executed in this manner, is really difficult, and conceived hy the Composer with briL

liancy, it receives the character of the Braiwra, or that which is more particularly

called the brilliant style of playing-; and when the Player, in public performances.

SUi'-J (c)
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and in a larg-e locality, makes use of this mode; he is enabled to g'ive to the com _

position which he has selected, an unusual degree of spirit and charaoter,and often

to exalt the satisfaction of his audience to absolute enthusiasm.

%7. This manner can only be employed in its full extent in/, and ff; althoug-h,

naturally speaking*, the most pointed detaching- of the notes frequently occurs

in P, and fr^,- only in the last case the arm must be kept much more tranquil, and

the detachings of the notes must be effected merely by the fing-ers.

§8. Loud pass ag*es of octaves, skips with chords, and other similar passag'es,must

in g-eneral be. executed in. this way.

AUeg'i'o

§9. Great rapidity cannot be combined with this mode of playing-; still,howeTer,the

scales must occasionally be practised in this way, and in a moderate deg-ree of moye-

ment, in order to g-ive the arms and fing^ers the requisite preeis^ion in striking- the

keys. For the Player must take especial care, that the fore-arm shall onlybe allowed

so much moTement,as is absolutely necessary to attain the desired effect, and to al_

ways maintain a fine equality of tone. Excess in this respect would be too labo_

rious and exciting-, and in very lengthy passag-es mig-ht even become prejudicial to

the health.

S\32
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CHAP o' III o ^1

'Ca^JV- OCCASIOJSTAL CHAJ^GES /JV THK TiME OR DEGREE OF Mo VEMEJsTT

.

§1. "We now come to the third, and perhaps the most important means of Expression;
namely, to the various chang"es in the Time first prescribed,by means of the rallentan-

do and accelerando, or the drag-g-ing- and hTirrying* onwards in the deg-ree of moTcment.
§2. That Time is infinitely divisible, as well as power of tone, we have already

remarked. Before every thing else, we must consider it as a rule, always to play each
piece of music, from beg*inhing* to end, without the least deviation or uncertainty in the
time prescribed by the Author, and first fixfed upon by the Player. But without injury

to this maxim, there occurs almost in every line some notes or passages, where a small

and often almost imperceptible relaxation or acceleration of the movement is necessary,

to embellish the expression and increase the interest. -

§-3. To introduce these occasional deviations from the strict keeping of the time in a

tasteful and intelligible manner, is the g-reat art of a g-ood Player; and is only to be

acquired by highly cultivated taste, much attentive practice, and by listening* to g'reat

Artists on all instruments, particularly to disting-uished Singers.

§4. Not only each musical piece considered as a whole, but even each sing'le passage

expresses some definite passion or emotion; or at least it will^admit of some such feel-

ing being infused into it, by the style in which it may be played:

Such general emotions or feeling's may be: \

Gentle persuasion,

A slight degree of doubt, or wavering hesitation;

Tender complaining;

Tranquil assent. ^

Transition from a state of excitement to a more tranquil one.

Refusal on reflection.

Sighing* and g*rief,

Whispering* a secret.

Taking leave, and innumerable other sentiments of this sort.

Players, who are no long*er impeded by the mechanical difficulties of a musical piece,

will easily discover those passages, (often consisting only of a few single notes), in which

any such feeling's are contained by the will of the Composer, or at least,where they may
be conveniently expressed.

And in such cases, a slight holding* back in the time fcalaiido, smorzayido, &:c.) may
generally be introduced to advantag'e, since it would be contrary to g'ood sense to

employ in such cases any accelleration or hurrying onward in the speed of the movement.
§S. Other passag*es, on the contrary indicate:

Sudden cheerfulness.

Hasty or curious interrog-ations.

Impatience,

Incipient ang*er.

Fixed and powerful resolution.

Unwilling reproach.

Pride and ill temper.
Timid flight.

Transition from a state of tranquility to one of excitement, &c.
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In such passag-es the hurrying* onward and acceleration of the time is natural (ac^

celerando, string'endo, &c.), and in its proper place.

%6. But wiien these emotions are correctly perceived and caug'ht up hy the Player, still

the principal affair lies in this, that in the application of them, nothing- shall be over:-

done, and that all these means of expression shall not he introduced to satiety; as other-

wise the most beautiful passag-es will appear distorted and unintellig-ible.

More detailed Kxplakatioj^ts.

§7. There are an infinity of cases, in which a passag-e or a piece maybe played with

several kinds of expression in respect to the deg^ree of movement, without any of those

modifications appearing* absolutely incorrect or contradictory. Thus,for example,the fol_

lowing- passag-e of melody may be executed in four different ways, as indicated below it. ,

i/Lndante.

WV,
Ji

* ^ J Ĵ I j ^ ^"mnu"1 ']^ d ^
\ ^

F dol.
J dii

^^ m

4. different

wajs (tf

performance.

2

in Time ——-L „ '•. *;

ill Time .•'—... .- poco ritenuto .• smorz;

ill Time -/ poco accelerando _ ./ raJlentando.

in Time molto ritardando '. perdendo.

According* to thei**^ way, the passag*e will be played in strict time throug*hout, and the

requisite expression will be produced merely by the crescendo and the diminuendo, by
Wie Leg-ato and the demi-Leg-ato of the quavers, as also by the licg-atissimo of the.

minims.

According* to the 2^ way, even in the second bar a slight holding- back in the time is

employed, which towards the end of the 3<l and throug*hout all the 4^t^ bar, fades away in

a continued Smorzando,without however, deg*enerating* into a downrig*ht tedious ling-ering*

in the deg-ree of movement

.

According* to the 3^ way, the first two bars must be played in a somewhat hurrying* or

accelerated time; and the 2 last bars must ag*ain be retarded in the same deg*ree

.

Lastly, according* to the 4-*.^ way, the whole will be executed with much holding* back

and ling*ering* in the movement, so that by deg*rees and toward the end, the time will

slacken almost into an Adag*io.

Which of these 4> ways of performance may we consider as the best for the present example?

The character of the Passag*e is soft, tender, and extremely timid. The first way, in strict

time will not suffice for this expression, with whatever exactness we may obserse the cf€^:&c.

The second way is better, in so far that the passag*e stands otit to more advantag-e,and

opportunity is g*iven,by the protracted duration of each note in the crescendo, to g-ive

more significance to the melody and the chords.

The third way is best suited to the before mentioned character of the piece. It g-rves to
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the tHO first ascending* bars more life and warmth, and \he rallentando which follows

makes the last two bars so much the more pleasing*.

The 4*1^ way would be too lang*uishing*, and we could only g'ive any charm to the charac-

ter of the passag-e, by means of a very delicate mode of touch; and thereby too, the

whole would be too much spun out. Besides, we must take care not to overdo such accele'-

fa7idos,ritardandos,&:c; and . make such passag*es unintellig-ible by spinning* them out

to excess;- nor distort them,by hurrying* on the time too much; a very small, g*radual, and

equally prog-ressive deg"ree suffices, so that the prescribed time is scarcely varied by a

% or 1/ part.

And as the cres.- and dimin: must be executed by degrees, and with a well calculated in-

crease or decrease in power; so also it is with the acceler, and rallent. A sudden ehang*e

in slowness or quickness in sing-le notes would in this case spoil the whole effect. From
this example we see, that the very same passag-e admits of several styles of execution, of

which none can properly be considered as contradictory; (it would be a contradiction, for

Ex: if we were to play this passag*e throug-hout ybr^e and coarse.^ For the sense of

propriety natural to the Player, and also the nature of that which precedes or follows it

,

must determine which sort is the most decidely appropriate.

It is particularly in ritardandos of considerable leng*th,that there is wanted peculiai-lyAvcU

cultivated feeling*s,and much experience, in order to know how far we can venture to ex-

tend it without becoming' tedious to the hearer.

When too these passag*es are to be repeated in several places in the same piece, the

Player is not only at liberty to employ each time a different style of execution, but it is

even his duty, to avoid monotony; and he has only to consider, what sort is most proper in

respect to what precedes or to what follows.

On the employment of the RlTARDAJ^TDO andAccELKRAXDO.

§8. The /tt^ardando, according* to the g'enerally established Rule, is much more fre-

quently employed than the vlcee/^eraTido, because the former is less likely to disfig*ure the

character of the piece, than the too frequent hurrying* on in the speed of movement . We
may retard the time most advantag*eously.

a. In these passag*es which contain the return to the principal subject.

b. In those passag-es, which lead to some separate member of a melody.

c. In those long* and sustained notes which are to be struck \*ith particular emphasis,

and after which quicker notes are to follow.

d. At the transition into another species of time, or into another movement,different

in speed from that which preceded it.

e. Immediately after a pause.

f. At the Diminuendo of a preceding' very lively passag'e; as also in brilliant passag'es,

when there suddenly occurs a trait of melody to be played piano and with much deli-

cacy.

g-. In embellishments, consisting* of very many quick notes, which we are unable to force

into the deg*ree of movement first chosen.

h. Occasionally also,inthe chief crescendo of a strong*ly marked sentence, leading* to

an important passag-e or to the close.

i. In very humorous, capricious, and fantastic passag*es,in order to heig'hten the char-

actor so much the more.
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k. liastly, almost always where the Composer has indieatcd an espressivo; as also

I. At the end oiF eTery long* shake whieh forms a panse or Cadenza, and ^vhiehis marked

diminuendo.

NB. It is of course understood, that here, under the term Ritardando,Me mean to e6m_

prehend all other equivalent expressions, which indicate a more or less marked slacken

ing" in the orig"inal deg-ree of movement, as for Example: valient, ritenuto, smorzando,ca-

lando, &CJ as they are only distinguished from each other by the more or less deg-ree

of Ritardando.

We shall insert an example on this subject.

Andantino

eapressivo.

$
li
fiS rShi . \ m^^k^r-m

dot. ^
—

^

'^^C^ ^
—

-rr—-^^ <:



Remarks ojv the FOREao[j^G Example. 36
1. The first bar must be played in strict time;

2. The three last quavers of the 2^ tar must be retarded a very little; indeed almost

imperceptibly so, as the' next or 34 bar is a repetition of the first bar, and therefore of

the principal subject, thoug-h on other deg-rees of the scale.

S. The last somewhat arpeg-g^ioed chord in the s4 bar should be played rather ritenuto.

4. The three last quavers in the 4t.**bar must be executed with somewhat more fire,

(and therefore almost acceZerawdo ^, which is ag-ain relinquished in the last three

quavers of the 5*.^ bar.

5. In the 6*.^ bar is one of those embellishments, consisting* of many notes, which in a

. measure obligees us to employ a ritardando in both hands, in order that the quick

notes may not be hurried and confused, but that they may flow g-racefuUy and tenderly

onwards; only the last notes of this embellishment must be perceptibly retarded, and

on the last note but one (the G#) a kind of short pause should be introduced.

With respect to the distribution of this long* embellishment, as reg-ards the bass, we

shall speak hereafter.

6. The 7*.^ and 8*.** bars are in strict time.

7. The 9*.^ bar must be played with power and spirit, (consequently almost accelerando.)

8. The 24 half of the 10*^ bar somewhat tranquil.

9. The ll*Abar somewhat ritardando, and the last dissonant chord very soft, and also

something- slower; because every dissonant chord, (when it is marked Piano ),produces

the best effect, when played in this manner.

10. The three first quavers of the 12*1^ bar in exact time; on the contrary the last five

quavers ritardando, as they form the transition into the Thema

.

U, The 13*^ bar in Time.

12. The first crotchet in the l4.t^ bar somewhat ritard- which is increased considerably in

the 24 crotchet, and in which the 8 upper notes must be markedforte and cres. The

Pause must last for about five quavers, and the following- run must be moderately fast,

equal, tender, and diminuendo, Ull ultimately the last 8 notes must be played with a

marked ritardando,

13. The first half of the 15*.^ bar in strict Time; the 24 half ritardando, where the close

of the embellishment must tell with extreme tenderness.

14. The last bar in a tranquil deg-ree of movement.

The two following* remarks must be careftilly attended to.

I. Althoug-h in almost every bar of this Thema a ritardando is introduced, yet the

whole, (particularly in the left hand ), must b<' played so naturally, consecutively, and

unornamented^ that the hearer shall never be left in doubt as to the proper time, or be

annoyed by the uncertainty of it.

II. As each part is to be played twice, on the repetition, the expression and therefore

each ritardando maybe somewhat more marked, by which means the whole will g*ain in

interest.
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Remarks ojv this Example. 37
1. The first bar 1nTimo,^nth great power,which must continuallyincreasethroug'hibars.

2. From the last chord in the 2^ bar, commences a ritardando, which increases till the end

of the 4.t^ bar, and thereby g-ives a strong* relief to the modulations of the chords.

3. The 5^}^ bar in time.

4. The 6*^ 7*^ and 8^1^ bars with an encreasing* ritardando.

5. The 9^h and lo^.h bars in Time and with fire.

6. The 11*?* bar with still more energ-y, but striking-ly ritard, which gradually diminishes,

so that the pas sag-e about the middle of the 12t.hbar already converg-es towards the ori-

g-inal time.

7. The 13^h andM.t.h bars in Time; the IS*.^ bar, at first a little holding- back; theie^.^r*.'^

Igth i^th ^ars in Time, and with much fire.

8. In the 20t^ bar, the semiquaver rest must be carefully attended to, so that it may be

observed almost beyond its reg-ular duration. The C which immediately follows the rest,

must be played with particular emphasis.

9. In. the middle of the 21^.^ bar commences a ritardando, which g-oes on encreasing* as

far as the 23^ bar; just as the quavers become g-radually louder and more and more
detached.

10. The shake on the pause must be continued for at least four complete bars of the

prescribed time; becoming" always softer and slower, so that its last notes, as also the

three little concluding* notes may appear about as slow as crotchets in an Andante
movement-
11. The remainder in strict time.

5 9. Sudden transitions into another key, must also be marked by a chang-e in the

time. . Ex:

All? vivo

8^^.

aat^tt^j^^-B-^g "1 r' *

P ^ r -

The first 5 bars in Time. In the G^V bar a somewhat g-radual ritard. In the 7*.*^ bar

a rather more tranquil degree of movement, which nevertheless must not too percepti-

bly relax the prescribed time.

(c)
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In the 8t'> bar a gradual return to the first deg'ree of moTement.

I©. Althoug-h in this example the two first bars are repeated, it would not he so well

here to pla}^ them Piano the second time; as independent of them, a Piano almost direct-

ly follows. From this the Pupil Mill g-ather that, all the rules of expression must be ap_

plied with judg-ment, and according- to circumstances.

§10. When a passag-e is about to be introduced in another key, and that it is to be

played Forte, while the transition to it, on the contrary, is marked Piano; it must com-

mence in strict time, if not indeed somewhat quicker still. Ex:

Mode rat o.

t^_ i
re in tempo

[!r''rriYrTrriV!rir^ "
po con anima.^^^^^^ ^^^^l^^J r

5 11. When the transition to the Thema or to an important idea, consists of notes played

staccato, or of chords, a ritardando towards the end of the passag*e of transition may-

g-enerally be introduced to adrantag-e. But should the transition consist of a rapid run,

or of (juick Leg-ato notes, it must in g-enerally be executed in strict time, or, according"

to circumstances, sometimes accelerando. Ex:

The Ritardando in the first example may becal-ried out to: a very striking* degree,
(molto ritardando), and at the same time be combined with a sort of pompous g-randeur,
provided that the character of the whole will permit.
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Oj<- platIXg simple melody.

.y,9

§l.The Pianoforte, as we know, cannot sustain a sound long-,nor swell and diminish it like

the human \oice, the Violin, Clarionet, &C: For this reason the performance of a melody

consisting" of slow notes requires peculiar attention and address.

In the present day Pianofortes are much improved in this respect; and when the

player knows how to treat them^ he is enahled to approach very nearly to the instru-

ments ahove named, without the aid of emhellishm'ents and passag-es.

Sl^ a simple melody must he played with much greater expression, and compara -

tively with much g*reater power, than is required in the hand which plays the ac-

companiment to it; in fact the latter must stand nearly in the same relation, for ex-

ample, as the Guitar when it accompanies the human voice. Ex-.

Andante espressivo.

If the player were in this case to employ an equal degree of power in hoth hands,

the full harmony in the accompaniment would ahsolutely overwhelm the melody a-

hove it. For this reason the right hand, notwithstanding* the piano which is indicated,

must he played almost forte, while the left hand accompanies in a suhdued tone.

§3. AVhen the melody occurs in the left hand, or in a middle part, it mustbemade
to sound with similar energy. Ex:

Allegro moderato.
3 3
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In the first example the melody is always in the left hand.

In the second example, during* the first four hars it is in the lower part in the

rig'ht hand; in the three following' bars it is above and doubled in the lower part,
while the middle fing'ers play, an accompaniment.
When the melody is made very prominent by means of an energ-etic touch, the effect is

so deceptive, that we are almost inclined to believe that another hand, or some other in-

strument is playing* the melody.

a I da (^^)
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§4-. It is no deception that the sound is greatly enriched, when we press down the

keys almost as far as possible.

In slow notes this must he resorted to, eren when we are to play piano or pian-

issimo. In all such cases too, the hand must he kept quite tranquil, so that this

touch may he produced only by its entire weight, and by an internal and invisible

pressure. ^Tien however a Turn, a Shake, a rapid embellishment, or a quick passage;

intervenes in the course of the melody, this energ^etic pressure must be instantaneous-

ly relinquished, that we may produce these quicker notes with the requisite deg'ree of

g'entleness and g^race. Ex:

We must observe that by this chang-e from a heavy to a lig'hter pressure, vei-y

different qualities of tone may be produced from the Pianoforte; even when we play

the whole with an equal deg-ree of piano.

We need only take care that after a delicate embellishment, we do not strike the

tranquil note which immediately follows with the heavier sort of pressure, hut ra_

ther come to that touch by deg-rees.

S132 (r}
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OjV PL^rLVG EMBELLISHMKKTS.

§3. In the First Part of this Method we have already treated of the minor g-races or em-

bellishments.

It only remains for us here to lay dawn the necessary rules relating* to the execution of

the greater and more complex ornaments of melody.

I. The three sorts of Turns,(namely the simple, the double, and the triple) are, according* to the

gx'neral rule, always to be played quick; for a sluggish and dawdh'ng'Tum produces Scarcely any

effect. Ex:
^idante.

JTi- -\J72-2^ 33-r:*:*: ^:*i it-^ 5- -- :: JT^
^te^
Here all the small notes must be played as late and as quick, as is compatible

with clearness: and the following* notes must be struck with firmness^ because the

hearer must never be left in doubt as to which note is the closing* and essential

note of the turn.

As the tw^o turns in the 34 bar occur on a quick semiquaver, it and also the fol-

lowing* 4 small notes must be executed tog*ether with equal rapidity, because there is

no time for the more particular holding- down and accenting* the first semiquaver.

Meanwhile cases occur, in which the turn may be executed somewhat rallentando;

thoug*h not too much so, as otherwise it would lose its proper character as-a Tt/rwj

this happens in Cadenzas which are to be executed with a marked ritardando and which

terminate pianissimo. Ex:

,4.ndante.

Manner of playing* the 24 bar.

All this applies in these cases, even when the Turns are indicated only by the usual

charactrr ^.
S19J 0')
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With reg-ard to the quantity of tone required in the execution, the turn takes the

character of the passag"e in which it occurs; it must, however, be always very distinct,

and obviously leading* to the following* principal note.

Short shakes, which in g-eneral are only leng*thened Turns, are to be treated accord-

ing* to the same rules.

2. The long-er tasteful embellishments are real ornaments to every melody, when the

Composer introduces tlicm in theproper place, and the Player executes them with delicacj"^

and the rig'ht deg"ree of intonatiori..

They ennoble the simple melody, which without this could not produce on the Piano-

forte that effect ^hich is so easily obtained by means of the human voice or of string'ed

and wind-instruments, and which gives the Player an opportunity of expressing* the de-

lieacy of his sentiments in the most effective and varied manner.

But only those players who possess a very hig-h deg-ree of execution and faci-

lity, can execute them with dignity and propriety; as a clumsy, indistinct, and ill-

calculated execution ofthem and of fheir effects, is capable of rendering- them as

disag^reeable to the ear, as the opposite way is, of imparting* a charm felt by every

one who hears them.

As such embellishments occur only in the rig^it hand, while the left executes a sim-

ple accompaniment, and as they generally consist of an irreg-ular and unusual number of

notes, which it is often difficult to distribute against the accompaniment; the player

must know how to execute them free and independent of the left hand, as too care-

ful a distribution of them makes the whole appear stiff and ineffective.

It should appear, as if these embellishments had first presented themselves to

the player during* the performance, and that they flowed unpremeditatedly from

his own fancy. ,

TVe shall insert some examples.



Here the same passag*e is embellished in 4. different ways.

In N9l, the distribution of the equal notes is easy. But the performance would ap-

pear very flat, if we were to execute the embellishment with constant equality of

tone and in strict time.

It must be played as follows:

For, as tbe delicate softness of this embellishment allows of no Staccato,we can only

here make use of a g'entle ores: aiid dimin:, and in the last 6 notes of a very slig-ht ri-

tardando, all of which the bass must exactly observe,

AtNPi?, the same embellishment is somewhat leng*thened towards the end. The last 9
notes require therefore an encreased expression. Namely:

The cres; as well as the rallent: must stand out more prominently than before,as tiie notes
distinguished by 1:=:=- require a considerable emphasis,which in too quick a time would be
far from pleasant. Only the 3 last notes are dimin:

At N93, the multiplication of the notes is still g-reater: and these in themselves al-

ready compel us to retard the bass; tiie whole embellishment must nevertheless not be
too much spun out, or played with too peculiar an em-
phasis, but light, delicate, and only retarded or held
back in any perceptible degree in the three last

notes. Thus
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The touch suited to these long- and rapid emhellishments is a medium hetween the

Leg-ato and the Staccato, in which the fing-ers, without the smallest movement of the

hand, strike the keys g-ently and with lig-htness, and then break quickly away from them,

so however that the touch shall very nearly approach to the Leg-ato.

This mode of execution applies .to N9 4.; only that the greater number of the notes

oblig-es us to play Bass still more ritardando; yet so as still to execute- the embel _

lishment with rapidity, distinctness, and delicacy, and to employ a slig-ht Smorzando inthe

last 8 notes.

In the last two cases, the bass should accompany so soft and lig-ht,as not in any deg-ree

to disturb the effect of the rig-ht hand; and the g-entle retarding- of the notes must not

be. capricious and unequal, but conti'ived so tlaatthe accompanying- notes maybe struck in a

natural manner, exactly with those which belong- to them in the course of the embellishment.

3. In embellishments of this sort, the Composer g-enerally writes the number of the notes

over them, so that at the first g-lance the Player may judg-e how to distribute them ag-ainst

the Bass. -Ex:

Andante.

As in the first bar 19 notes fall to 6, the Player will, even in reading- at sig-ht, readily

percieve that three notes fall to each one in the bass, except the last note, which must

have 4>. But he must take care not to play the last 4 notes of the run quicker than those

which preceded thcraj on the contrary, they should be so similar to the rest, that we may not

be able to perceive the smallest difference between them.

In the second bar 28 notes fall ag-ainst 6, consequently somewhat more than 4- and less

than 5 must be g-iven to one intliebass.Butasthis run,from its character, must be played some-

wliat ritardando towards the end of it ( because the three last notes form already part of

the Cadence,) the Player may distribute the whole almost according- to his will. Here it

will be best to g-ive 4 to the first quaver, 4. ag-ain to the second quaver, 5 to the third

quaver, and ag-ain 5 to the fourth quaver, and G to the fifth quaver,- and finally, the last

four notes of the run to the sixth quaver. But we ag-ain repeat, that the whole must be

so smoothly blended tog-ether, that we may not be able to disting-uish the least labour or
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]iK'([uality in the course of the run, except in tlie four, last notes, which as cadence notes

are to be played a little slower than the rest.

In the first half of the third bar, 13 notes fall to 3 in the accompaniment; consequently

t must be g'hen to the first quaver, 4 ag'ain to the second quaver, and to the thirdquaver

the last 5, somewhat Stnorzando.

In the second half of the same bar, the distribution of the notes requires no considera-

tion, as the Player will always gnve 4 to one; still in the present case, we must execute

the run with the lig-htest fing-er. Staccato and f^, and the last note, C# must sound short

but not dull.

The small notes in the 4-th har, are in the present example to be distrihuted as follows^

with reg-ard to the bass.

because in those cases which are left to the

fancy of the Player, he can always chose that mode of performance which corresponds most

advantag-eously with the entire melody, and which sounds most distinct and rhythmical.

4. One of the most necessary properties towards the fine execution of such long- embel-

lishments, is the complete independence of one hand with regard to the other; that is, while

the one hand firmly and tranquilly plays the notes of the accompaniment, the other hand
should be able to execute all the notes forming* the embellishment, however numerous and

irreg-ular they may chance to be, in a manner at once free, natural, and without any ap-

parent anxiety'^ as to their distribution.

In slow times in particular, this is most difficult in the distribution of such notes as 4
or 5 semiquavers to a Triplet, or 7 notes to 6, &c. Ex:

JHoderato-m

9m

OXKt

^
,

^,^ir ,r" '"^
lotto

\
,

^l^l'r^'r ^Jl^l
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•Moderato-
^^
rnni^f^ p^ I f^ f^ r^

It almost beloiijg'S to the class of impossibilities to discover any strict mode of dis. _

tribution: in such passag*es; and cTcn if this could be done in every case, it would at last

be but a thankless sort of labour.

The sole means of studying* them, is to practise each hand alone and in strict time,

till we are able to put them both tog-ether, without thinking* on the distribution of the

notes; and that, so exactly and naturally, that the notes which fall on the accented parts

of the bar, shall be struck tog*ether at the same moment in both hands; while each hand

plays its own passaig*es with strict equality, and without the smallest interruption: the

rig-ht distribution will then be attained.

AVhen, as in the preceding* examples, runs of irregular numbers of notes occur in the

one hand, we must not in g-eneral allow this inequality to be at all heard, ])ut must ex-

ecute, the whole in one trait.

Here follow a few examples in which the accompaniment must always be played in

strict time.

jyioderato.

Sidt'



In those bars which contain comparatively but few notes^, as in the 7*.^ bar (}£ the pre-

redina- example, we must always play somewhat rallentando, in order to keep up constant-

ly the e(iual duration of the bars; but this must be done quite naturally and impercep

-

tibly; and besides the smaller number of the notes must be compensated by somewhat
encreased emphasis in the delivery of them, so that the whole may roll on the ear in

absolute and evident equality.

aJ£>^ (^)
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Lithe Smorzando and Perdendo the bass should he somewhat held hack.

§6. On the performance of Melody in several parts.

Melody is often accompanied ^\ith plain chords and harmonies.

As in this case it is g-enerally in the upper part; it must he played with somewhatmore

emphasis than is g-iven to the other parts, hut the other parts need not however he played

so piano, as is usual in common fig-urative hass accompaniments. Ex-.

Andante

Here, each part must be played with a firm touch, and in all the parts each note must

be held down according* to its full value; yet the g-raver accompanying* parts must not

drown the melody, which for this purpose should be played with a somewhat g*reater de-

gree of firmness and power.
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Qa' THK EXPRESSIOJ^" suitable for BRILLIAXT PASSAGES.

§1. In former times, when mechanical practice had not been carried to the same hoi g'ht

as at present, Plaj-ers were content, when they were able to execute rapid running- pas-

sag-es distinctly and in correct Time, however coarsely; and the noA'^elty of the thing* then

never failed to excite admiration.

Now we have discovered that even the most difficult passag-es admit of a hig-h deg-ree

of expression; that by delicacy of touch, well introduced rallentandos, &c, an attractive

charm maybe g-iven to such passag-es, which formerly were considered only as an excessive

heaping- tog-ether of a monstrous number of notes. By this discovery, Fiano -forte play-

ing- has already g-ained an infinite deg-ree of improvement; and many Compositions ob-

tain herebyaninti-insicAalue, ^i;ich they could not otherwise lay claim to; for in this way,

passag-es possess a real melodial interest, and cease to appear to the listener as a

mere senseless jarg-on.

§2. There are 4 principal kinds of passag-es, consisting- of quick notes; namely:

a. Such as at the same time form a melody^ as for Ex:

Alleg-ro.

^=p

^'^'i^>^h;^.^i-Q^^^ iii

^ ^-k^ *5

Here the melody is predominant, and the quick notes are chiefly intended to fill up

the time, and to impart more movement and spirit to the passag-e.

Such passag-es must consequently be played leg-ato, and that peculiar and brilliant

kind of touch which imparts a marked effect to each sing-le note, would not be suitable

here.
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h. Such as, -without absolutely forming- a i^clody, are capable of producing* a very

pleasing" effect by a very lig-ht and delicate touch, particularly in the upper octares. Ex:

Allegro

moderato.

gva

gvu.

^
' ' ' ' — r — » ' igrEiX."^^

-^^ ^m m 1 _ n
-x-

^^-

Here must be combined g-reat volubility of fing-er, a very lig-ht and easy man-
ner of holding- the hand and arm, and a delicate half-withdrawing- mode of touch,which
Jiuist still allow the notes to vibrate with bell-like distinctness and beauty.

c. Brilliant passag-es, properly so called, which must be executed for the most part,
Mith cnerg-y, more or less staccato, much movement, strong-ly and spiritedly marked,and
with the utmost clearness.

319'^
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Alle{cro hrillante

The character of such passag*es is at once hrilliant, energ-etic, resolute, and noble;

and the Player must therefore let both hands execute them with tlie required Encrg-y,

precision, correctness, and bravura, and thereby communicate the mental excitement, he

himself. feels, to the breast of the hearer.

d. Lastly, there also are passag*es intended to produce an effect collectively, without

reg-ard to the notes individually. Ex;

3\b2 (O
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Althoug-h here great power must be deTeloped^ and distinctness must be so far atten-

ded to, that the whole may not in the ag'g'reg'ate appear mere noise; yet the kind of

touch to be employed, must not be confounded with the preceding* one; since in these

passag-es, it is rather intended to g-ive a strong* relief to the harmony of the chords^

than to the sing-le notes.

§3. The lenglhy passag*es which are met with in Concertos, Variations, Rondos, &c.

g-enerally consist of a mixture of these 4> principal kinds; and the Player mustg-ather

from the form and contents of each bar, what kind of touch is most applicable to it.

Consequently his fing^ers must not only have at their command all the 4 kinds, but they
must also, at any g-iven moment, be able to pass from one to the other.

§4. But we must not suppose, that all brilliant passag*es oug"ht always to be played
loud and strong-ly accented. Yerj many cases occur, where passag"es belong'ing* to the

34 kind require to be executed with that same deg-ree of delicacy and lig-htness,wli]ch

we have assig-ned to the 2*J kind. This g-enerally happens when a very brilliant pas-
sag-e is to be repeated immediately; in which case it may be played the second time
with lig-htness and delicacy of touch, which however, towards the end,will ag-ain return

.

throug-h a cres. to the Forte.

§5. To insure sufficient volubility of fing-er to execute great difficulties with a
lig'ht and delicate touch, the Pupil must practise thoroug-hly and in every deg-ree of
movement, not only all the Scale Exercises, but also all the examples on finp-erinp; ^\]nch

are contained in the 2(1 part of this School, both with brilliancy and energ-y, and Avith

lig-htness and delicacy.

S19^J (c)



OJV the aiTUATIO^rs most suitable to THEArFEGCL01J\'G of L'HORDS.
i>a

Many players accustom Ihemselves so mnch loArpeg-gio chords, that they at last become

quite unal)le to stiMke full chords or even douhle notes firmly and at once; thoug*h this lat-

ter a\ay is the g-eneral rule, while the former constitutes the exception.

Still, however, the exception (namely the Arpeg^gnoing" of the chords) may so frequently he

(ni[)loyed with effect, that we have here only to determine in wiiat cases the one is more
suitable than the other.

1. All chords consisting* of very short notes, should he struck firmly and atonce,when

the Composer has not expressly indicated the contrary.

g/lll9 vivace.

Here, in the last 7 bars those chords are expressly pointed out which are to be arpeg*-

g*ioed;and this arpeg'g'ioing' must of necessity be very quicks, as it must always ag*ree with

the time prescribed, and with the duration of ^e notes.

2. Such chords as require to be played with very g'reat power, particularly when

they form the commencement or the close of a piece, or of any considerable portion of
one, almost always produce the best effect when they are struck plain; as arpeg-g-io

ing- always diminishes and destroys some part of the Forte. The same rule applies when
two or more chords follow one after another very quickly. Ex:

.J\Iaestoso.

The Composer should always indicate where he desires to have tiiese chords played inAipeg^io.

3. Passag'es in several parts^which form a connected melody, or which are written- in the syn-
copated or strict style, must always be played with firmness and exactly as written ; and it

is only occasionally, that a single, slow, and full chord, on ^hich a particular emphasis
is required, may be played in Arpeg-g-io. Ex;

rfl92 (<)



Only the 3 chords distiiig-uised hy + (the last one in eTerycascJ Avill a(bnit of a moderate arpegg-io,

Mhich,howeTer,must not interrupt the k- „j. #

ft-ato. g^z
dol.

^fe s
On the other hand,the arpeg'g'io is em-

ployed:

1. £i all slow and sustained chords which

do not form any melody. Ex:

The last chord in the 4.*^ bar must not he sprinkled, as it closes a section of-^e melodyiwhile all

the other chords must he arpeg-g-ioed with moderate quickness, yet so 1hat the upper or melodial

note shall never come in out of its time. /f ^JVu"*' #1 Jj "^^-s l^-, I H g j '4 ^
^.TVhen after a long* and smoothly connect-

ed chord, several others occm- which are

quicker, only the first one must he arpeg*-

gioed. Ex.-

Here only the chords disting-uished by + are to he arpeg-g-ioed

It is still mor€ necessary to observe
Modcrato

this rule,when tiie quicker chords are at

the same time to be played staccato. Ex;

Here too only the 3 chords marked +.

can be played in Arpeg-g-io.

C':^-(>

f ^p^-f ^
Li^

^^
3. In arpeg'g-ioing-, the single notes may not onlybe played so extremely fast,that the arpeg-g-ioed

chord shall almost resemble a chord struck plain; but they may also be played slower and slower,

in every possible g-radation, down to that degree in

which each sing-le note will be equal in duration to

a crotchet in a slow time; we must measure and apply

these different degrees, exactly according- as the

chord is to be held down long- or ([uickly detachedj

and struck either piano and smorzando, or forte

and hard. Ex:

Here the sing-le notes of the arpeggnoed chords must follow one another extremely slo\\,

and we only beg'in to count the time prescribed from the last and highest note.

To this extension of the time we are entitled, as the passag-e forms a sort of pause.

If, however, this passag-e were marked Fortissimo, the Arpeg-g-io should not by any

nu-ans be so slow, but rather very quick; or, still better, not be employed at all,

II nUss actually prescribed by the Author himself.

,9192
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CMAPo VIo

Ojv thx use of the Pedals.

The Piano-forte has seTcral Pedals, which are intended to he pressed hy the feet, and

whifh serve to render the tone either louder or softer.

Among- the several kinds that hare at different times heen introduced, the three fol-

lo^dng" are necessary to the Player.

a. The Damper Rdal or, as it is sometimes called, the For^e P^rfaZ, hy which the dampers

are lifted up from the string's, so that each string- is left to its natural lihration .
This

Pedal, as the principal one, is g-enerally situated on the rig-ht side of the instrument, and

is of course to he mored hy the rig-ht foot. This is the most essential of the Pedalsj

and the foot should always he kept close to it, so as to allow of its heing- applied to it

at any moment with ease and certainty.

b. The Pedal which moves the key-hoard on one side, so that each hammer can strike

only one or two string-s, and hy which, consequently, the tone is made to sound very soft.

This Pedal is g-enerally placed on the left side, and it is ahv^ays meant for the left foot

.

In making- use of this pedal we must take care not to play too hard , as the sing-le

string-s are easily put out of tune or even hroken.

This Pedal too may often he employed with effect.

c. The buff-pedal or Piano-pedal properly so called. This pedal which is not at present

used in Eng-lish Piano fortes, is placed in the centre of the other pedals; hy moving-. of a

strip of cloth situated between the hammers and string-s,it causes the tone to becomeweak

and of a flute-like quality. It is much seldomer used than the other pedals, and chiefly

in a soft Tremolando passag-e, in combination with the damper-pedal.
,

The word Pedal always indicates exclusively that the damper-pedal is to be. pressed

do^m; and the characters -^ or * that it is to be ag-ain relinquished. In some modern

music; 4- sometimes indicates that we are to press the damper pedal,and * that we are

ag-ain to ([uit it.

The Shifting- pedal is indicated by the words Una Corda; and the buff or Pianopedal

may, if necessary, be indicated by U pedale del Piano or Flauto.

Ojv the Damper Pedal.

In modern Piano-forte playing- this pedal has become extremely important, and its ap-

plication must be well studied; for many striking- effects may be produced by its means,

and an apparent fullness of tone and harmony, which seems even to multiply the number

of our hands.

Let the Player accustom himself to press the pedal firmly and ([uickly down,Mnth the

point of the foot raised, while the heel remains on the g-round, and to relinquish it with

equal rapidity, yet so g-ently, that no nnise shall he heard, either from the action of the

foot on the pedal, or from the raising- of the dampers.

The old denominsition of Forte pedal g-ase rise to an idea that this pedal could only

be employed in playing- very loud. But this is extremely erroneous.

It may be used in every deg-ree of loud and soft, supposing- only that it is introduced

in the rig-ht place.

The first essential advantag-e which this pedal offers, is that by it, we are enabledto

make the bass -notes vibrate as long- as if we had a third hand at our disposal, while two

3192 ^'"z
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hands nvv eng'ag't'd in playing^ the melody and the distant aecompaniment . By tf.is Jm

diffcnnt harjiionies ohtain a compass and a fullness, which could nerer be giAeii

to tliem by the tAvo liands alone. Ex.-

J^Todtrato.
<?V1'-

8^'-'

By means of this Pedal (indicated hy-^ A^iien employed, and hy ^ when relinquish-

ed), each lower octave every where sounds like a g-enuine sustained hass, while the

left hand plays the accompaniment more than two octaves hig'her up the instru-

ment; so that this one hand produces an effect which otherwise would require two

hands, namely;

L.H.

Without this Pedal the whole movement would sound dry and meag-re. But to

produce this effect, the Pedal must he employed at the same moment thai the

octaves are strucl,- for even an instant later, the Pedal no long-er operates and

the octaves remain short and dry.

Further, as these octaves oug-ht to sound throug-hout the entire har, the player

must not relinquish the Pedal before the last quaver; and then only to resume

SIDJ (c)
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it immediately with the next octaves.

This dexterity is what the player must lahour hard to acquire. In relin{[uishing*

the Pedal, the foot must quit it entirely; yet so adroitly and so little^ that in

quickly pressing- it anew, the contact of the. foot shall not he at all heard.

That the Pedal must he taken ag*ain in each bar, is necessary, because each bar

consists of a fresh chord. Each of those bars sound very ag-reeably and harmo-

nious in itself; but several bars, as for Ex: the four first, would sound very

detestable, if we were to keep the Pedal constantly pressed down all the

time

.

Hence the 4^*^ and 5*^ bars contain -no chang-e of Pedal, because both consist

of the same chord.

Hence, the Fundamental rule:

The Pedal must he kept down only so long" as the passag-e consists of but one

chord.

For example, how detestable this passag-e would sound, if the pedal were con-

stantly kept down all the time.

Lento.

I: bS- -i-' "W Ss- b

*

m
^J ~W~W

^to-y^ji^
fiT^'^ rf^^

Consequently, in quick chang-es of chords, as also in Scale-p as sag-es, particularly

in the bass, i;his pedal oug-ht not to be used.

But the case is quite otherwise in the latter point of view, when the Scale-

passag-es occur only in the rig-ht hand, and particularly in the hig-her octaves,

while the left hand has merely an harmonic accompaniment; here this pedal at

times produces a very beautiful effect. Ex:

3L92 ^ ^
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In the 6*.'' bar. we see that at each chord the pedal must be pressed down afresh.

On the contrary, in the 7*.^ bar the pedal is employed during- two different Chords.be-
cause the lower E oug-ht to continue to sound, and because the passag-e is i^i^. in

which case the dissonant notes do not become unpleasantly prominent.
Great care and precision must be obserTed in using- the pedal in such passag-es

as those which follow.

Alleg-ro.

-o g
I h , \,i^ I If -.

—

^ti»
,

— -m- -0- -0- #-a- -0-

-fH^

.^. ppff^pfi^fi



The Composer here prescribes that the first octave shall, by means of the pedal,

continue to sound throug*hout the whole bar, or at least down to the last semiquarer.

Now, as after that note another octave follows very quickly, which must ag-ain sound

for an equal length of time; the pedal must be relinquished with g-reat quickness, but

it must ag^in be resumed with equal adroitness at the bar line. Should this occur an

instant too soon, the preceding' octave of semiquavers would sound very disag-reeably in

the following" bar; and the very intention, for which the pedal was employed, would be

entirely missed.

TVlien a lower bass note is struck very strong-ly, while the hig-her one which follows

is played piano, some chang-e of chords may occur while the pedal continues pressed

ddwn, because the lower note sounds on as the real bass note.

Allegro

In passag-es which are to be played with extreme softness and delicacy, the pedal

may occasionally be held down during- several dissonant chords. It produces in this

case the soft undulating- effect of the Eolian Harp, or of very distant music. Ex:

Lento. 8^..

i< ^ ^ r7\

ii=^ ^ =S=

^ m ^^ CS *
33:i^ t=i^ =§

In such cases the shifting-- pedal may be added with advantag-e.

In the Tremolando, the damper pedal is almost always necessary; but the pedal must

always be relinquished and resxuned at every chang-e of chord. Ex:

Adag'io. smorz: ^
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The quitting* and resuming* the pedal must be raanag*ed with the utmost rapidity, not

to leave any perceptible chasm or interstice between the chords; and must take place

strictly with the first note of each chord.

This pedal is both necessary and effective in chord-passag*es of cA'^ery sort, when the

harmony does not chang*e too quickly. Ex:

Lento
<?^.

fivu

In the last 8 bars the pedal is necessary, because the first bass note of each

chord oug-ht to continue to sound on, as otherwise the chords would appear too empty

and imperfect.

The rapidly leaving* and resuming* the pedal must be practised, till we c%n manag*e

it almost without thinking* of it,* and till such passag*es as the 8 last bars in the above

example, sound as if the pedal was held down without interruption.
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This pedal is also very useful to connect such chords, as could hardly or not all

he played leg-ato ^th the fing'ors. Ex:

tModerato.
^^-^^^H^

:t

f>^ *

-^H^
ay

I

c— •

—

t: r ^1 "p~=a 1 r

!^ffi * "1 r

^ -^

:5z£:

+ t
^

:3re

I J.-" #1

^ J^
* -^ * "^

=5^

i ^
Here, in the first 4. hars the pedal must he quitted the moment the short chords are strucl^

as the intention of connecting- the chords will have then heen accomplished

.

Any very soft close, in which the chords do not chang-e^ oug-ht always to he played

with this pedal. Ex:

Andante dim: s7norzando. CN

1^ x:

J l|r J

*
=F=^

S • ^ • ^ • ^' ^
The pedal must be kept doAvTi at the end, so long" as the last chord sounds distinctly;

TVe must however avoid making" continual use of this pedal,for this would he an
abuse of it. The charm of the music is lost, if we employ it too often. Clear and
distinct playing* must always he considered as the Rule, all the rest is merely byway
of exception.

The matter is still worse, when bad players expect to hide, by means of this pedal,

the false notes and errors which they commit; and when by using* it too, they finish
by converting" into a detestable confusion of sounds, a passag"e clumsily and imper

-

fectly executed.

To such players the use of this pedal should be wholly prolilbited,till they haA^e ac-

quired a pure, delicate, and equal manner of playing*.

There are some Composers in whose works this pedal should scarcely ever be em-
ployed. Others on the contrary are to be met with where the use of it is abso-

lutely indispensable.

Mozart, Clementi, and their contemporaries could not have made any use of it, as

it was not then invented.

(r)
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Jt Has only at the bcg'inning" of this century that Beethoven, Dussek, Steibelt,<&c. hroug-ht

it into general use; and oven Cleraenti has employed it very frequently in his latter works.

Beethoven seems to have considered it as indispensable in several of his piano -forte

compoitions, as for example in the Finale of his C major Op. 5.3. which without the pedal

would lose its effect altog-ether.

Almost all modern Composers employ it very often, as Ries, Kalkbrenner, Field, Herz,
Moscheles (in his latter works) &c; and it is self evident that the Player must use it

whenever he finds it indicated. And he need only attend to the chang-es of chords in

those places, ^iiere from the carelessness of the Engraver, the indication of it seems to

last for too long* a time

.

InHummelsMWks it hut seldom occurs, and it may g-enerally be dispensed with.

Similarly, it is not advisable to employ it often in the older Compositions for the piano,

as. those of Mozart, Em: Bach, and the earlier Sonatas of Clementi.

For the application of this Pedal depends much on the nature of the Compositions, of
which as we shall see hereafter, there are many very different kinds.

It is also to be observed, that Beethoven in his latter years indicated the pressing* down
of the pedal by the words Senza Sordino.The terms Com,Sordino shew where it is ag*ain to

be raised.

Ojv the Shiftij^g Pedal.

This pedal produces an extremely soft and yet lasting* tone, and it requires a very delicate and
g*enerally a very leg*ato style of execution, which should never amount to a forte.

In melodies which are composed of slow harmonious notes, and which are g-enerally

written in several parts, the shifting* pedal maybe employed to g*reat advantag*e. Ex:

m/lndante.

nu-j
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Wo perceive that at the crevj; in the 9^'^ bar, the foot must relinquish the pedal hyde-:

g-rces, so that at the Jff in the isV^ bar, the key board may return to its natural position;,

and ag'ain, how at the diminuendo the foot must once more g-raduaJli/ press down the

pedal, so that at \he f^^ only one string- may ag-ain be audible.

In arpeg-g-ioed chords and passag'es which resemble them, this pedal produces a

pleasing* effect, when used in combination with the damper pedal. Ex:

Jlndante.

Ies;-ato. .^ ^ |^

j^ j.
una corda

This pedal must however be but very sparing-ly employed^ and the Player must not

think that every Piano passag-e is to be produced by means of this pedal.

The most beautiful and honorable kind of piano will always be that^ which is produced

by the fing-ers a/one, and by a lig-ht and delicate touch; and it is only in a few passag-es,

very rich in melody, that it is desirable to use this pedal in order to produce another

species of tone.

Ojv the muffle or Piaj^o Pedal.

This, pedal is much seldomer used, even in Germany (where it is chiefly to be met with),

than either of the two preceeding* kinds; and it is advantag*eously applicable only in a

very soft Tremando on the lower octaves of the instrument, in conjunction with the Dam-
per pedal, Tiiien it produces an imitation of distant thunder. Ex:
Jidag^io.

Col Pedale del Piano.

With this pedal we may, without relinquishing* it, encreasc the tone up to the strong*

est forte.

All other pedals, as the Fag*otto , and Harp pedals, or the Drum and Bells, orTrinn

g-le, &c. are childish toys of which a solid Player will disdain to aA-^ail himself.
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CHAP. VII.

O^/' THE VSK OF MjIKI.ZKLS METROJ^OME.
[in'Timc-measjirer^

Si. Maolzcls Metrononic, (of course we speak of the best sort, or of that

which mark** the time audibli/), is a Tery important invention of modern times; and

whoever kJiows how to avail himself of it 'pro'perly, will he enabled to reap from it Tari

-

ous advaiitag-es.

§2. The metronome has several ends in view:

l4 ^^'e are enabled by it to find out directly the exact time intended by the Composer

and to re<'ur to it ag^ain with certainty at any future period.

2ly Even the mere Beg-inner, by a proper and rational employment of it, may obtain

a clear notion of keeping* the time correctly.

s!^' The somewhat advanced Player,by its mean^, may with certainty correct himself
of the very usual fault s of burrjing- on, or of drag'g-ing* back in keeping* the time

.

4.1y Lastly, even the cultivated Musician will by means of the metronome streng*then

and.g-ive additional certainty to the firmness and equality of his playing*; particu-

larly in pieces with accompaniments for other instruments, or for an Orchestra.

§2. Most modern Composers now avail themselves of it, to indicate the exact deg-ree

of movement that they wish for, and the characters for this purpose are placed at the

bog-inning" of each piece.

When, for Example, such an indication occurs as M.M. J =112, we must slide the

nut attached to the perpendicular rod, till it exactly corresponds to the number 112 on
the graduated triang-ular scale; then, leaving* the rod free to move,we must play ei^ery

crotchet exactly with the audible beats of the Metronome. If the indication were

J^ = 112, each quaver would have the same duration; or if it should be J = 112, each

minim must be of the same leng"th.

5.3. The beats of the Metronome increase in quickness as we slide the nut downwards.
The top number (,5o) is the slowest.

We should always let the Metronome beat a few times, before we beg-in to play,

that we may become familiar with the duration of the beats . Ex:
AUeg-ro vivace M.M. |=160.

A.

MoUo Alleg-ro J =100

J3.

M<'iM?^ Cocks iS:C?huvo been uppoiiflcd Bole Agents in Enj^ljnd for the sole of these Metronomes.



B.

E.

Presto I = 14.4. 67

[

"4^' 'J J*g ^JJ"^ fff^f^l^
^ *t

r rrTii
AU^ Tempo di Valse Jf=88.

^^^ ^ • 9 t bf4-^

m& i w
—g #^Nf

Adagio J^= 92,

Prestissimo J = 116.

l-I
^^ 1** I

n "1

=^=^^==^
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V^o may easily perceive that in this way, every possible species of time may
1)0 readih' indicated.

Thus, for example, at d, the time marked is J . = 88; consequently . a w^hole

bar lasts only during- one beat of the Metronome; and this is at the present day

the true time of the Waltz,

Atf, (Adag"io
J^
= 92), each bar contains 8 beats of the Metronome.-

At g; three quavers g-o to each beat; and at h all the 6 quavers g-o to one beat

of the Metronome. &c.

§4.. When we wish to make use of the Metronome to assist Beg-inners, we can

do so only in those pieces which they have already learned to play correctly and

without stumbling". The Teacher must then indicate by the Metronome; that time or

deg-ree of movement which the learner can follow without difficulty.

By deg-rees this time may be made quicker and quickoL-, (the number indicated by

the Metronome being" taken g-radually larg"er and larg'er for the purpose), till the

Pupil arrives at the proper deg*ree of movement.

§5. For those, unfortunately numerous class of Flayers^ who have accustomed them-

selves to hurry on in the time, or to play without any reg-ard to measure at all,there

is no better remedy than the Metronome.

In this case, we must have the patience for the space of several months,to practice

all the pieces which we have already studied with the help of the Metronome; at first

setting" it to a number indicating* a somewhat slower deg'ree of movement than the rig-ht

one; till the ear and the feeling's are fully accustomed to that perfect sr/mmetry of

measure which is the most important point in Music, and till the fing-ers no long-er

refuse to follow their dictates.

%G. In this application of the Metronome we must carefully remark, that we cannot

employ that style of execution which consists in the introduction of theRitardando and

Accelerando; because the Metronome always continues to beat on with unvarying- re-

g"ularity and precision.

When therefore Embellishments occur, ^v1ii eh we cannot contrive to play in the pre-

scribed time, we must either passha-tUy over them, or omit attending- to the beats of

the Metronome so long- as they last. Such passag-es can only be practised with advan-

tag-e, when we have laid the Metronome aside.

§7. Wlxen we practise a piece ^vith the Metronome, we must try it^at first, several

numbers lower than the time indicated.

Thus, if the piece is marked J = 1.38, play it a few times with J = 116, and

then as often with J -= 120, and so on from number to number, till we at last

arrive at J =. l.'?8.

$8. The metronome, when in use, must always stand on a perfectly even surface,

never sloping* nor awry, as otherwise the beats will become unequal.

[A
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CHAP. VIII. 69

Qjsr THE EXACT DEGREE OFMOVEMEJ^T SUITABLE TO EACH COMPOSITIOJV.

ON THE Allegro .

§1. From the quiet and moderate Allcg-retto up to the fiery Prestissimo, there are so

many different g-radations as to quickness of movement, that in so g'reat a choice, it

is in fact not easy to discover the most appropriate time for each piece; particularly

as all compositions are not furnished with indications on this point by means of the

Metronome; and as the movements prescribed by words cannot sufficiently deter-

mine the more delicate differences which exist between them.

§2. The best helps to the more certain discovery of the true time, may be g-athered.

l^.t from the Character of the Piece.

213" from the number and duration of the quickest notes, which occur in any one bar.

§3. The character of a piece which is marked Alleg-ro,maj he very various viz:

a. Ti'ancjuil, soft, and coaxing*.

b. Thoug-htful or Enthusiastic.

c. Sorrowful, or harmoniously intricate.

d. Majestic, g-rand, and even sublime;

e. Brilliant, yet without aiming" at too much movement or rapidity.

/. Lig*ht, cheerful and sportive.

^. Hasty arid resolute.

A. Impassioned, excited, or fantastic aijd capricious,

7. Stormy, hasty,- in a serious as well as in a sportive sense.

In this case we must g'enerally reckon on brilliant effects.

fc Extremely wild, excited, and unbridled or furious.

The Player must take great care that in practising- a piece he does not deceive
himself as to its real character. For all the above enumerated peculiarities of style

may be indicated by the term Alleg-ro; and althoug-h the Composer g^enerally deter-
mines more precisely the character of the piece, by some additional epithet, as mo-
derato, vivace, maestoso, &c; yet this is not always the case, and does not extend
far enoug-hfor all the passag-es which it may contain.

Even to the Presto these same observations will apply.

§4. In the Alleg-ro, notes of very different values may occur.
If therefore in a piece marked Alleg-ro there should occur triplets of semiquavers,

so that a bar of 4> crotchet-time is filled up with 24 notes; the Alleg-ro movement
must be take somewhat slower than usual, that we may not be oblig-ed to hurry these
notes too much.
But when commbn semiquavers are' the quickest notes, we may take the Alleg-ro

quicker; supposing- that these Semiquavers do not contain any complicated harmony or
passag-es in several parts, which for the sake of g-reater intellig-ibihty and facility of
execution, oug-ht to be played in a somewhat moderate deg-ree of movement.
But when in the Alleg-ro movement there occur no quicker notes than triplets of (qua-

vers, the time may, according- to the rule, be taken somewhat faster.
An Alleg-ro may be played still quicker, when no notes occur in the piece faster

than quavers of the ordinary description.
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It must of course he understood, that all this admits of many exceptions, when the

peculiar character of the piece, of "which we haA^e already spoken, may make it neces-

sary; or when the Composer has expressly indicated the contrary hy particular epi-

thets.

Next to correct txecution, nothing* is more important than the rig-ht choice of the •

time.

The effect of the finest Composition will he distx]rhed,nay even wholly destroyed;

if we either hurry it too much; or, what is still worse, play it too slow and drag-g-ing*.

In the first case, the hearer, particularly when he listens to it for the first time,

cannot clearly understand its meaning*; and in the second case, it must necessarily

hecome tedious to him.

If for Ex: we take a piece which, according" to the idea of the Composer, should not

at most last long^er than 10 minutes; and if this piece should he executed hy the Flay-

er one half slower, it will of course last for 15 minutes, and hy this means hecome

muclx too long'. Tliis alas! hut too often takes place even in Compositions performed

in puhlic, which when executed in this manner, thoug*h otherwise well enoug-h played,

fail altog-ethcr in producing* their proper effect.

Whoever is not yet in a condition to execute such a piece hefore others in the pro-

per deg*ree of movement, should choose instead of it, one that is easier.

The cjuicker that a piece is to he played, the more the Player must endeavour to make

it intellig*ihle, hy a heautiful and easj/ style of execution, hy a ready and unlahoured

mastery of all its difficulties, and hy a quiet and distinct voluhility of fing*er, which

is always possihle, when our execution is properly cultivated, and that the piece has

heen sufficiently practised.

^

ON THE Adagio .

§5. From the Alleg-retto Moderato down to the Adag*io, Iiarg*o and Grave, there is an

equally g*reat numher of g*radations possihle; and the Player has in a similarmanner to

consider the character of the piece, as well as the duration of the notes wliich occur in

it. Hence all the preceding* rules must he judiciously applied in choosing* the degree

of movement, of those pieces which are to he performed in a slow and tranquil measure.

§6. In slow pieces, containing* only quiet and essential notes, the exact ohservance of

the time once fixed upon, is more difficult than in quicker movements. To avoid this

uncertainty and the occasional drag*g*ing* or spinning* out of the time, or the opposite

fault, that of hurrying* it forward; it will he necessary to the not very experienced Per-

former, while he is playing* to count, niejitalli/ at least, the minor subdivisions of the bar,

such as the quavers or even semiquavers.

Ojv the proper maxxer of studyij^g a piece.

The time which is devoted to the study of a piece, may be divided into three periods,

viz: 15** In learning* to play it with correctness.

^'.y In practising* it in the time prescribed by the Author.

{^)
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s\y In studying- the proper style of executing' it

.

In ihe first 'period, the Player must seek for, and practise the hest possible mode of

fing-ering*; and carefully hahituate himself to the ohserTance>of the strictest purity and

correctness, in reg-ard to the value of the notes and characters "which the piece con-

tains. For this purpose, he must necessarily play it over at first in a very slow time.

Wlien this is perfectly attained, the 2^ period heg'ins;in "wliich, by deg-rees, and Mhen
lie has, completely conquered all the mechanical difficulties and stumbling* blocks in his

way, he must play it over many times without interruption, faster and faster at each

repetition^ and this must be persevered in, till he is completely master of it in the

exact time prescribed by the Author.

It is of course understood, that he has all along" observed the ordinary marks of

ex|)ressibn, such as Forte, Piano, cres. <fec.

Now commences the third period, in which he must study in all their gradations of

lig-ht and shade, the marks of expression already prescribed, as ritard, smorz,acceler.

&c. and then take counsel of his own feeling-s, so as faithfully to render the character

of the piece, which in the mean while, he has had time to learn.

If we w^ere to pass too soon from one of these periods to another, we should very

much encrease the difficulty of properly studying* it. For we cannot possibly play it

in the rig-ht degree of movement without stumbling*, when we are not throug*hly acquain-

ted with the notes and the fing'ering*. Just as little can we impress the hearer vriththe

real character of a piece, while we are compelled to execute into too slow a movement.

Nay, even as to the Ritardandos and other delicate modifications of time and tone,

we cannot discover the rig-ht g-radations, till we are intimate with the prescribed time.

Yet even in the second of these periods we may attend to the Fortes and Pianos.

The Pupil must also endeavour, to study and learn each piece in the shortest possible

t.'Mie; for he will at last become tired of it, if he be oblig-ed to spell and labour at it

month after month. After all, the quantity of time which we must devote to the

practice of any one piece, depends on its difficulty and its leng*th. But the Pupil

oug"ht not to study any piece, which would cost him, comparatively speaking*, too much

time; and which must therefore be beyond his power. The g*reater number of pieces

to be studied must be reserved for that stag*e of his prog*ress, which will at last

render him able to play every thing-; and it is therefore by no means a matterof in-

differenccwhother the Pupil has learned to play correctly lo pieces or 30 in any

one year.

Musical productions, unlike most productions of the other fine arts, have-to oAer-

come the disadvantag*e, that their beauties^ and consequently their value,is judg*ed of,

according* to the way in which they are performed.

But it depends upon the Player whether a piece shall please or displease; and even

the most successful composition will produce on the hearer an unpleasant effect, if

it be executed incorrectly, in a stumbling* manner, in the wi'ong* dcg-ree of moA'enient

or Avnth a misa])prehension of its real character.

Nay, it often happens to the Player himself, on the first trying* oAcr or studying*

of a |)i('fe, to form a very erroneous judg-inent of its merit; while perhaps if it were

.SI.02
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properly played, it vould produce a charinino' effect.

At first, the Pupil, naturally enoiig-h stumbles often in studying- a piece, particularly at

dissonant combinations,- lie is often obligeed, as it ^ ere, to slowly spell over particulai' pas

-

sag'es, by "vviiich means he, cannot easily g"ain a g^eneral idea of the "nhole; and at last

he loses his patience, because he ascribes to the composition itself those false notes and

unintelligible passag'es, which are in reality the offspring* of his owxv want of skill. This

is a principal I'eason why many profound and elaborate compositions, those ofBeethoven

for instahce, often require whole years before they become kno"svTi to and esteemed by

the public. Let therefore the player abstain from forming* any judgTnent respecting' a

Composition, till he is able to execute it well and strictly according- to the intentions of

the Author.

OjV VKUaUALLY DIFFICULT COMPOSITJOKS

.

Difficulties are not the chief end of the art, they are a means only, thoug-h an indis-

pejisable means. For when ing-eniously contrtved and properly executed, they produce

effects,which could not at all be attained by easier, simpler, and more convenient assem-

blag-es of notes.

The labour which we bestow in learning- to execute them with ease and beauty, is

therefore always amply repaid.

For eTen the surprise and admiration which they elicit from the hearer is not to be

despised; and it is "doubly merited, when we also g-ire pleasure by the difficulties thus

overcome, or even g'o so far as to excite his sensibility; for one of the two is al^

ways possible, when the composition is not altog-ether contemptible.

That a lame execution of difficulties only makes thing-s so much the worsens natural;

and the less practised Performer must avoid playing* all such pieces before others, as

contain difficulties which are above his powers; a fault, which so many commit,thereby

throwing" discredit both on their performance and on the composition, if not spoiling-

the latter altog-ether.

Difficulties consist.

H*^ In such passag"es as require g-reat and in some cases, almost monstrous rapi-

dity of fing-er; althoug-h when played slow they may not appear so difficult.

2\y In Skips, Extensions, &c, the correct execution of which seem almost to depend

on chance.

s[y In intricate passag-es.jn several parts; runs in Thirds &c. Shakes, chromatic

passag"es, pieces in the fug*ue style &c.
4-ly In long- staccato passag-es, as Octaves &c; which call for great exertion of

physical streng-th.

In all these the following- capital rule may be applied:

*^"y difficulty sounds well, only ivhen it ceases to be a difficulty to the Player.

So long- as such passag-es are played laboriously and with evident disquiet and anxi-

ety, they cannot cause pleasure to others; and the Player rather excites our compas-

sion than admiration.

The most important means te render such passag-es ag-reeable, as appear harsh,

overloaded, and dissonant, is beauty of Tone.

Whoever jiossesses the art of always producinjr from the piano forte a beautiful.
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harmomous, and smooth tone; who ncrcr carries the forte or fortissimo to a disagree-

ahlc and exccssiyc harshness; and further who comhines the hig'hest deo;ree of volu -

bility with perfect distinctness and clearness, will execute cAen the most startling" as

-

semhlag-e of notes, so that they shall appear beautiful, eren to persons unac(|uainted

with music, and give them unfeig-ned delig-ht.

It is with this as in speaking-, where a coarse noisy voice is capable of injuring*

the best chosen expressions,while on the contrary, a modest g-entle and tranquil enun-

ciation may even soften down expressions which would otherwise be offensive. -

Even in the g-reatest skips, we recommend to the Player the utmost possible tran-

(^uility of body. But we must also take care to avoid all internal and invisible exer-

tion of the spirits and the nerves. For he who accustoms himself to a quiet and

easy pace, will travel for miles without fatig-ue; while he whose step is laboured,or

who seeks to hide internal exertion by an apparently tranquil motion, will even in the

first quarter of an hour feel himself exhausted. The Respiration should always re-

main free, as otherwise the too g-re at difficulties may even become injurious to the

health. After half an hour bestowed on a difficult passag-e, we should rest a few-

minutes, walk about the room, read something-, &c.

In such pass ag-es as the following".

Allcn'ro

The Player may either habituate himself to too great movement of the body; or in

the endeavour to avoid that, he may by an internal exertion, as for Ex: the holding" in

his breath, easily waste still more streng-th, even to his own detriment.

liCt every one in this case consult his own feeling-s, neither over-doing* either the

one thing- or the other, and we shall at last overcome every difficulty in a g-race-

ful and unprejudicial manner.

For it is not to be denied, that such difficulties well executed, produce extraordi-

nary effects, which great Composers by a judicious application of them, elevate to

the degree of critical and unquestionable beauty. Only an injudicious employment or

Sld^J (c)



;in uiinatuial performance of them, can dog-radc them to mere trickery and sleij^lit

of hand.

Tlie Staccato is, according* to the estahlished rule,miich more difficult ainklabori-

ousjthan even the smoothest Leg-ato; and for this reason all the rules g-iven at

the hcg'inning' of this part on the different kinds of Staccato, must he carefully at-

tended to.

Each difficult passag^e must he played OTer separately hy the Student, till he is

(|uite sure of it; it is then ec^ually necessary that he should practise it, in connec-

tion with uhat precedes and follows it, hecause this often makes a considerahle dif-

ference. After this, we must repeat it with our attention directed to the proper
style of expression, so often as is necessary to g*iA^e the piece the requisite easy

flow of execution.

0..V THE KXECUTIOJ^ OF SlOH^ PIECES.

The performance of slow pieces, as an Adag'io, Andante, GraAV, &c. is confessedly

more difficult, than that of quicker Mnds of movement, and that for the following-

reasons.

The intention of every composition is to excite interest, uninterrupted attention,and

delig-ht in the hearers, and therefore hy no means to weary nor annoy them. In quick

movements the rapid succession of ideas is often in itself sufficient to fascinate the

hearer hy their cheerfulness or energ-y; as also to retain him in the same state of

pleasurahle excitement, hy the consec[uent development of voluhility of fing"er, hravura of

style, &c.

But such is not the case in the Adag-io.

When any one speaks very slow, his discourse will in all prohahility soonhecome te-

dious, unless it is made important hy its weig-hty contents, or at least hy a correct,

appropriate, and varied intonation.

The same takes place in the performance of an Adag'io, &c. For here,too,the Player

must know how to fascinate his Audience hy the finest possible quality of tone, hy cor-

rect accentuation and phrasing* of the melody, hy a pellucid fullness and close connection

of the harmonies, hy feeling- and delicacy, and hy the appropriate expression of tender

or suhlime emotions; and, accdrding- to the contents of the composition, operate on their

hearts or their under standing-s.

Many Players imag-ine that feeling- and expression consists only in a coarse contrast-

ing- of the Fortes and Pianos; and suppose that they have satisfie'i every thing% when
they strike certain notes harsh, and screaminp-, and others on the contrar}", dull and

feeble. But to a fine and educated ear, such a style of performance is insupportable,

and if possible more disag-reeable than a monotonous but still soft,thoug-h completely

unexpressive mode of execution.

The observance of the more delicate gradations of touch and tone, the portamento

of the notes, the minute gradations from pianissimo, throug-h all degrees of crescendo ,

up to forte; this it is by which the Player must endeavour to render slow pieces at-

tractive.

There are several species of Adag-io, which require different styles of executfon,viz:

a. That of a ^ad, thoug'htfuljor sublime character, replete Mith intricate harmony,

as for Ex; tho^r of Beethoven. . ,
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Its performance must be dig^nified and important, and quietly progTes sire, and it must

be made intellig-ible by attenti^ ely g-iven relief to the melody. Ex:

nAda^io

Here, in preference to every thing* else,we must observe, in both hands a strict legato

according" to the value of tiie notes. All the parts of each chord must be strucl< with
firmness and energy; and the hig*hest notes in the right hand;, must be broug+it out ra-

ther prominently, because they form the melody. Each ascent or descent in this melody,

must be expressed by a sligbt crescendo and diminuendo. Thus, for Ex: the 2J* chord

irivthe first bar must be played with a some^vhat-stong^r pressure "ftian the two others.

In the 2^ bar, the first chord demands this emphasis, because the others follow in des-

cending*.

The middle chord in this bar, (that of Bb minor), is to be struck more piano, and

to be held on till the next beg*ins.

The last chord of this bar must be considered as belong*ing* to the following;* cres-

cendo; whichj however, must not become too loud in the 3i* bar, since in the^ bar

it terminates with a piano, instead of a sf as usual.

The Arpeg*g*ioed H* chord in the 4.^ bar, must not be taken too slow, because the

harmony which serves to resolve this chord is soon to fall on the ear. The following^

chord must be struck loud; and thoug*h ihe following* notes are cig*ain to be played

somewhat diminuendo, yet the crescendo becomes still louder and more marked in the

5^'^ bar, (notwithstanding* ihat the melody descends here in a slig^ht deg*ree); and this

must be so perceptible, as to introduce the 6*^ bar with much energ*y; the 7**' bar, on

the contrary, must be played tranquil and soft throug*hout.

h. Those Adag*ios in which the lower parts form a sort of accompaniment, and in

which therefore the melody of the upper part must predominate. Such slow pieces

are mostly of a tender or plaintive character, and therefore do not require to be

played with the same weig*ht and dig*nity, as those before spoken of. Ex:
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Hero, In the first eig-ht bars the hass is abvays to he played leg'atissimo, and its

expression must correspond with that in the rig^it hand,Avnthout OTerpowering' it.In the

six following" bars, the bass must be played lig4it and soft, without any marked expres-

sion, l)ecause these bars demand the aid of the pedal, which must be kept do^v^l during*
the four first quavers. In the last two bars the pedal must be kept down till the
rests.

In this Example the rig-ht hand must play with great dig-nity and expression. As
the melody ascends in the 5 first bars, we must commence a crescendo with the 3?!

bar, which should encrease in both hands till the 2I crotchet in the A^'bar, in^vhich

the upper C must be struck almost sf.

From this point, diminuendo, and the 7t^ bar very soft; the 8*^bar crescendo,
because the 9^ and 10 1^ bars must be played with more emphasis than those
which preceded them. The llth dimiu:, and the 12 1^ smorzando,- the rest softer and
softer to the end.

c. A third sort are Adag-ios with eleg-ant embellishments. These may be ei-
ther of a tender and amatory character, or else of a plaintive, or of an imj>osing'
and commanding" one.

In all these kinds, the execution of the embellishments, (of which we have aheady sj)o_

ltcn),is the chief point, and it must, as much as possible, be suitable to the charac-
ter of the piece.

Here follow Examples of all the three Characters.
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Here, too great a degree of pathetic expression would hj no means be in its place; fai*

the whole should breathe only of softness and g'race. Only in the 5^ bar may a moderate

crescendo be introduced, >vhich, however, reverts back to a piano in the 3 first quavers of

the 6t^ bar.

Adag'to.

S[9'£ ^ (o)
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The character of this piece is a sort of bitter lajnentation or complaint; and it re-

.|uires a consideraiily iiiarked and stirring" expression; as dors also the embellish-

Jiient in the A*i* and 0'*i' bars, which demands an execution rather excited and im-

passioned than g'entle and attractive: this is particularly necessary in the middle

of the 6^- bar. The 6 latter notes of this bar should be played diminuendo and

sniiicMliat ritenuto. On the contrary, the 7*2^ bar must be very soft and plaintive,

and the turn, feeble and rather quick.

c. Adag'io.
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The character of this Example is pompous and shewy. For which reason, neither

tender weakness, nor a coarsely impassioned style of execution is suitahle to it;

and no pathetic expression must be introduced into the embellishments. The rig-ht

hand must play all the slower notes with dig-nity and energ-y, and all the embel-

lishments rather brilliant than merely g-raceful. Yet the quicker notes must not

by any means be played harshly, but with measured g-radations of lig'ht and shade

and easy volubility. At the close of the 6^ bar we may employ a moderate smorz-

ando.

There is still a kind of slow piece which must be played with a pleasing- and

even playful lig-htness of touch: the time of these pieces somewhat approximates,

however, to the Andante, Andantino, or even the AUeg-retto.

t/lndante

quasi

Allegretto.

^^ *q "1

p^

Here, a lig^ht playful and piquant style of execution is most suitable; every thing-

either coarse or sentimental must^ be avoided.

There are AdagMos in which all these different characters and modifications of

style are used more or less alternately.

The player must naturally adapt his style of execution to the species of passa-

g-es above described, as they may chance to occur; and must consult his feelingx

in order to discover the most suitable expression.
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so CHAP, IX.

O.V THE BRILLIJXT STYLE OF PLAYIJ^G.

As at the present day so many Compositions are disting^uished by having- the term
brilliant prefixed to them, it becomes necessai-y to determine and fix limits to the

signification of the word as applied to stjle of execution

»

Me must all have perceived, that any one "srho addresses himself to a number of
persons assembled tog'ether, or who declaims in public, (an Actor for instance), must
speak quite otherwise, than he who holds a tranquil conversation ^vith one or mere-

ly a few^ persons only.

Without always speaking* very much louder than usual, or bawling- out, he must still

raise his voice so much, and give to each word su(?h a deg-ree of emphasis, as the

number of his hearers, and the dimensions of the place may require; not only to

miike himself intellig-ible, but also to produce the desired impression by his discom'se.

A pianist, who is similarly situated^, must naturally take the same circumstances into

consideration.

In the earlier chapters we have shewTi, how very many kinds of tone we are enabled

to produce from the pianoforte, by mere diversities of touch and of power; and how
the very same passag-e can be executed in a manner either soft and tranquilizing",

not to say lulling^ or else in an awakening*, exciting*, and energ'etic style.

lict us take for Example the following* passag*e.

Jillegro moderato.

If we play this passag-e soft and tranquil, in a moderate time, and before a g*reat

number of hearers, as in a larg-e concert room, music-hall, &c: it will cissuredly not

produce a disagreeable impression, but neither will it excite any particular atten-

tion or admiration in the audience.

. On the other hand, let us ex^eute this same passag-e under similar circumstances,

but in a bold, energ*etic, piquant manner, with a sharply emphatic tone, and if stac-

cato, with the necessary movement of the hand, thus;

Allcii'ro vivace.
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And this same passag'e will not only appear more difficult, but it mMI in reality

be so. It \iill proportionably, command g'reater attention; and the audienceMiIl dis-

cover that the player has the various skips in both hands perfectly at his cojiiinand,

as to precision and firmness, and that he knows how to produce a cleai*, impres-
sive tone; nay he may even infuse something" of the Bravura into his execution of

it, and the audience will become anxious to hear more gf his performance.

He will therefore have played with brilliancy.

AVhen, for Example, a moderately difficult Concerto, one of Dussek's foi- instance,

is played in public in the former soft and tranquil manner, and with only g^entle

and delicate deg^rees of lig"ht and shade; it will receive from even the.most atten-

tive audience at most a quiet kind of approbation^ certainly unmarked by aiy particu-

lar deg-ree of warmth or enthusiasm.

But, let this same Concerto be executed in the second and more brilliant manner,
with the clear and piquant colouring* proper to this style, and with a g*eneral tenden-

cy towards Forte, or energy of tone; and the effect will for certain, be exciting*,

and advantag-eous to the player himself, because a larg*e audience is in all cases

more easily awakened to strong- emotions, than lulled to more tranquil and delicate

feeling's. i

It must be remarked, that we do not here by any means decide as to which of the two
ways is most suitable to any particular Concertp, or which is the best; but only as to

the effect which, according* to all experience, we may expect to produce on a mixed and

public audience.

Lastly, if we suppose the case, that a g*ood player executes a piece in the first tranquil

, and quiet style, which piece chiefly consists of passag*es of a dig-nified, sustained senti-

mental and melodious character, comprising* few or no difficulties, and which therefore can-

not be played in a shewy style; as, for instance, Beethovens Quintett Op: 15, for^Vind fii-

struments; and if directly afterwards another player succeeds, ^ho executes with equal

perfection, but in the brilliant style, a work which offers all the difficulties of the

modern school, all the charms which arise from the alternations in the various modes of

touching* the piano -forte, as, for example. Hummers Septet in D ininor; the latter player,

(leaving* out of the question the intrinsic musical value of the two pieces aboi^ mentioned)

will unquestionably produce a g*reater impression in his favor as a Pianist, and" obtain

from his numerous audience a more marked and noisy testimony of their approbation.

By this comparison of the two cases, we conceive that we have g*iven the Student a

clear idea of what is meant by the brilliant style of execution, and of the difference be-

tween it and the other modes of playing*.

Those Compositions which are called brilliant on their Title pag-e; as also in g*eneral

the g'reater part of such pieces as are intended for public performance, must of course

be executed in this manner, as that which is most suitable to them; and many valuable

Compositions of this class will fail in their effect, if ^e performer either from want of

skill, or from a wrong* notion of the character of the piece, should employ any - other

style of playing*.

The properties of the brilliant style of performance chiefly consist therefore:

a. In a peculiarly clear,and marked, as well as energ*etic manner of touching* or attacking*

the keys; by which the tone comes out with striking* distinctness. Hence every degree of

staccato, and any marked separation of the notes is to be considered as belong*ino' to
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the iM'illiant stjle; and consequently the strict Leg-ato must be taken as the opposite

manner of playing*.

b. In the employment of volubility of execution in its hig^iiest deg-reesof perfection; all

gn-adalions of "which oug+it to be at the players command, and ^ibich must ahvays be uni-

ted to the utmost possible distinctness.

c. In the Jiiost perfect correctness and purity even in the most difficult passag-es. In

fact, in ani^ style t)f playing*, correctness is an indispensable requisite. But in the

brilliant style this become much more difficult, because in it the requisite kind of

touch, particularly in skips and other difficulties, requires a much greater power of

projecting' the hands and arms to a distance with certainty; and because in this style

too, the striking- of a wi^ong- key affects the ear ten times more disagreeably, than it

would otherwise do

.

d. In the hig-her deg-ree of self-confidence, and the greater share of fore - sig-ht

which the brilliant Player must possess, particularly in larg-e localities as,Theatres, Mu-

sic-halls &c;in order to be able to execute any piece in this style. Consequently to

this style belong-s a peculiar power and elasticity of the nerves, the want of which can-

not be supplied by mere practice alone.

But we shall be very much in error, if we suppose that all which is brilliant, must

also be played loud; or that allwliich is loud, is therefore brilliant.

A brilliant execution must resemble a well arrang-ed illumination, producedbymany

thousand lamps, and not the confused g^lare of a flig-ht of rockets in a piece of fire-works.

We may, and indeed must employ, even in such pieces as appear to have beenwritten

almost exclusively for shew and bravura, all the different shades of g-entle, pleasing-,and

eleg-ant execution, and of internal feeling-; just as in the most quiet and tranquil com-

positions, there sometimes occur sing-le passag-es in which brilliant execution may be

resorted to, at least in a certain deg-ree. Thus in the Quintet of Beethovens before

mentioned, we meet with many passag-es, which allow of a brilliant style of execution;

and in Hummel s Septet in D minor, we find many delicate traits of Melody, harmoni-

ously interesting- and tranquil accessory ideas, and eleg-ant embellishments,which are

more expressly suited to the quiet style of playing*.

The brilliant style takes place g-enerally in quick deg-rees of movement;inthe Adag-io

it can at most only be employed in individual passag-es, which from theirpeculiar form

and application, make this possible, without offending- ag-ainst propriety.this case how-

ever, occurs but seldom.

To habituate ourselves to the brilliant style, the Pupil must before any thing- else,

ag-ain practise the Scales every day in this point of view; playing- them with the ut-

most possible rapidity, distinctness, energ*y, with a perfect separation of ever}" note, and

with the nerves of the fing-ers somewhat rig-id, and yet the hand held with perfect

tranquility.

Further, he must in preference study such Compositions as are expressly written in

this style, of which there are at present a g-reat many. Lastly, he must study every

thing- belong-ing- to this purpose, with the idea that it is intended to be executed before

a larg-e circle, or in a public place, and that he has to make himself intellig-ible to a

g-reat number of hearers. For brilliant execution should ressemble a piece of writing-

which is meant to be read at a distance.
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CMAPo Xo

OJV the EXFCUTIOJ^ OF ImPjISSIOJ^ED

Char.icteristic CoMPOSITlOJ^rS.

^8^

There are works for the Piano forte, the playing* of M^ich requires g-reat power, much
ex|)rcssion, and g-reat roluhility of fing*er, which yet are not to he executed in the

hrilliant style just treated of. Most of Beethorens piano forte works helong- to this

class. The difference depends on the following- points.

In cliaractcristic compositions the sounds produce their effect in g*reat masses; the

pass ag-es , which are g*enerally crowded with notes, are there, only to g*ivc an idea of

the proper deg*ree of energ-y and fullness of harmony; and each emphasis, each delicacy,

of expression which we desire to introduce, (occasions for wliich are g*enerally more
numerous here than elsewhere), must he executed in this particular point of view, so

that we must rather calculate on the collective effect of the whole,than on the dis-

tinctness of the notes individually.

The g-entle, delicate play of the fing'ers which hring"s out every note at once clear,

soft and piquant, can seldom he employed in such pieces,, here it is the power of the arm,

thoug^h not visibly exerted,which must g-ive spirit to such works; and the mechanical dex-

terity of the Player must remain altog-ether subordinate to the intentions of the Com-
poser. Even the softer passag-es as also the emhellishments, must neither expect

nor receive any clap -trap sleig"ht of hand on the part of the Player.

Such Compositions, when they have proved successful, admit of only one fixed colour-

ing* and style; and as we do not find the different Schools ming*led one with another,

neither must we capriciously chang-e the style of execution.

These Compositions often contain much of M-hat is merely fantastic and capricious; and

they require, that during* the performance, the Player should permit himself a certain

deg*ree of freedom and humour.

This humour chiefly manifests itself in the employment of an occasional Ritardando

or Accelerando, and hy an energ*etic and marked emphasis g*iven to individual notes.

See for Example the following* Scherzo.
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The last 8 bars of the Trio must be played in strict time in order to be understood.

On the Da Capo of the Scherzo, the first part of it on the repetition must be al

ways ipip, omitting' all capricious alterations; and in the same way must be played

the 2f part on the first time of repealing' of it. The 2? repetition of this same second

part must be executed with a full display of all our physical powers and caprice of

fancy.
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86 CHAJPo XI o

Ojv" PLAriMG /A" Public.

IVe dress ourselves Mith taste, >vben mv are to make our appearance in the >*orld.

We karn a lang'uag-e, that we may use it in conversation.

Just so, we learn the use of a musical instrument that we may g'^ve pleasure to

those Mho listen to us, and do credit to ourselves.

Many pupils, \ihen they ai'e required to play before others, display an ahnost child-

ish timidity and bashfuliiess, and spoil even wliat they imag-ine they have thoroughly

studied. This unfortunate weakness of mind, by which we lose every advantag'e, which
we oug'ht to derive from wiiat we have learned, may g-enerally he conquered without

any gTeat difficulty.

1. He who, according* to the principles developed in this School, has habituated him-

self to a tranquil and firm style of playing*, a correct mode of fing*ering", and a dig" -

nified cairiag'e and demeanour, will not find his timidity so easity disadvantag-eous to

his fing-ers.

2. He who is prudent enoug-h not to play a piece before others, till it g*oes with
such certainty, that he is enabled to play it over to himself at least ten times in suc-

cession without committing* the smallest error; on him, even the most unusual deg*ree

of bashfulness will not ha^e any very striking-ly disadvantag-eous effect.

3. It is necessai'y also, that the pu|)il should eai*ly accustom himself to play before

others pieces suited to his powers. Even beg*inners, as soon as they are able to play

a little piece correctly and without stumbling*, oug*ht purposely to be made to play it

before their parents, relatives, &c. For this pui'pose. Piano-forte Duets will be found

the most useful kind of music at first, because the Master can in this case support

and assist the player. Afterwards Solo pieces must be chosen for this purpose.

There is no better means to stimulate the pupil to dilig-ence, than to let bira study

wi^ the comiction that on a g*iven day, he will have to play his piece in presence of

others.

4. Subsequently, pieces adapted to his powers with accompaniments for other instru-

ments, as Duets for Piano and Violin or Flute, Trios, Quartets, &c. will be found very

useful for the purpose ^ and in this manner every vestig*e of childish bashfulness and ti -

midity will g*raduany disappear.

To play before a friend or acquaintance, &c. any mere trifle, such as a Thema, or short

piece,&c. cannot be considered as playing* in public; but even such trifles oug*ht to be

well played, and should therefore be sufficiently practised before-hand; for even in this

case stumbling*, striking* wrong* notes, breaking* the time, &c. are disagreeable.

But when the player undertakes to perform a piece, either before one individual or

jnaiiy, several rules and considerations are to be observed, the insertion of ^'hich will

not be superfluous in this place.

When the player walks up to the piano -forte to execute a piece before a private cir-

cle, he must do so with a dig*nified unostentatious mien, equally free ffom anog^ance

or timidity.

Let him think first of all of seating* kimself in a proper and commodious manner,
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make sure that the pedals are conveniently wiliiin roach of his feet, andtliatthe cuffs
of his coat ai'e turned up.

He should then run rapidly over the keys, piano, or at most 7nezza roc^,with a lig-ht

touch; he may softly strike a few chords in the key of the piece which he is g'oing- to
play; and wliich after a stop of about 20 seconds, he may commence.
liong- preluding- is seldom proper, because it fatig'ues and distracts the attention of

the audience, or even misleads it, so as to do injury to the character of the piece.

When, however, the player is to play on a piano -forte with which he is unacquainted,

it is necessary that he should familiarize his fing-erswith it, by a some^vhat long-er pre-

lude, to make himself master of the proper kinds of touch and tone.

The model for such preludes maybe found in my Art of Preluding- Op: 300,a work
which, if well studied, will certainly be found productive of many advantag-es to any
pianist.

When Ihe Player has to perform in public, as at a Theatre, Music Hall,&c, he must

be careful to present himself in an easy and dig"nified manner; he oug-ht also to he
full dressed^ and in black in preference to any coloured clotlies; and this because a

trifling* oversig-ht on this head may easily g*ive rise to unpleasant remarks, and even cause

himself embarrasment. After making* the usual obeisances, first towards the principal box-

es, then towards the sides, and lastly towards the middle of the Theatre; he must take his

seat, depositing" his dress hat, and drawing* out his white handkerchief; he must then ^ive

the sig*nal to the orchestra.

In this case all preluding* must he strictly avoided.

The player should take care, before he presents himself, to keep his fing-ers very
warm and flexible.

]NB. It has been found, most advantag*eous to place the piano forte with the Treble

side towards the audience, so that the bass may remain turned towards the stag*e, and

that the Player may sit facing* and near the principal side boxes. In this case, the

larg*e lid on top of the piano is not to be taken off* but only turned up, by which
means the tone is better directed towards the Audience, and not dispersed and lost in

the wing's.

The person who has to turn over the leaves for the Player should sit on the bass-

side, and lay hold of the leaf on its upper corner. .

During- the Tutti (of a concerto, &c.) the Player should at most, only touch the in-

strumtent softly along- with the orchestra at the Fortissimo passag-es; or what is still

better, he should abstain from playing* at all.

One of the most important duties of the Player, is to take care that in all the free-

dom of his performance, he shall always remain in perfect accordance with the orchostraj

for the smallest disorder in the time, produces on the audience a muchmore jiisag-reeable

effect, than the Player himself is able to perceive. Every soft passag*e, every delicate

embellishment must be so prepared and executed, that it may not be lost, and that the

audience may not lose the thread of the whole.

The streng'th or impetus of the touch must be proportioned to the mag*nitude of the

place in which the performance takes place,

As a piece of this sort is g-enerally tried over before hand with the orchestra, the Pla\-

er must then pay attention to the different kinds of accompaniment employed in the com-
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position; and to form his play in respect to that, and to the various Ritardandos, &e,

it "uill he necessary for him to have an understanding* with the Leader of the orchestra.

Let the Player not feel impatient at the trouhle of trjing* over the leading* passag*es a

g'ood many times. This deg*ree of attention is due to the puhlie and to himself, and

a finished execution will always he honourahly recog*nised.

Most young* Artists do not sufficiently reflect how very important the first dehut

hefore the Puhlie is. The future fortune of the Artist depends upon whether he is suc-

cessful/ the first time in awakening* g*eneral attention, admiration, and delig*ht. Among*

other adA"antag*es, he g*ains that infinitely important one, that in future he is listened

to with attention, and that consequently no refinement, no happy passag*e is lost.

He has only then to proceed cheerfully on his path, to he sure of securinjr a

happy futurity. On the other hand, should the first dehut he unfortunate,or common-

place and insig'nificant; he will always run the risk of meeting* an audience at once

inattentive to, and prejudiced ag*ainst him; and even the most excellent perform-

ance is in this case g*enerally thrown away.

It lies in the nature of thing*s, that a numerous and therefore a mixed audience

must he surprised hy something* extraordinary; and the sure, nay, the only means is;_

finished bravura of style combined with g*ood taste.

In this sense even the choice of the piece, with which the player is to make his

debut, must be a lucky one. It must ag*ree with the newest taste, and afford the

Artist opportunities for overcoming* the most shewy difficulties, as well as for the

execution of melodies and delig*htfully embellished Cantilenas.

An ill chosen Composition has often done as much injury to an Artist on his first

appearance in public, as could possibly have been effected by a downrig*ht faulty per-

formance.

The Author here proposes the way which he considers as the most certain, and

which he has always followed, and found to answer with his very numerous Pupils

who have devoted themselves to the art.

In the present perfection of the Piano-forte as an instrument, a g*ood Player may
well undertake, even in the larg*est localities, to execute a Solo piece .

For this purpose the best compositions are brilliant Fantasias on such themes as

are g*enerally known to and approved of by the Public. In this case the Player has the

advantag*e of not depending* on an Orchestra, which is often very imperfect, and

even injurious; and he may therefore play with perfect freedom andindcpendence. But

on this very account, his performance must be so much the more interesting*, not to

become tedious, particularly in long* compositions.

Should the Player have so far established his reputation, that the Public welcomes

him, and listens to him with pleased and anxious attention; he may then by the

choice of more serious and classical works, endeavour to satisfy the demands of a

hig*her class of critics.

SVj^ (-)



CHAFo XII.
Ojv the performance of Fugues and

OTHER Compositions in the Strict Sttle.

^/;

§1. Fug-ues require a peculiar, very attentive, and in its way, very difficult style of

execution; as do also pieces written in the fug-ue style and in several parts, which
sort of passag-eSjin truth, very frequently occur in other compositions.

As in musical works in the free and ideal s^Ae, (of which we have hitherto treatet^),

the traits of melody in brilliant passages require to he made particularly prominent,

because all the rest is mere accompaniment; so in Fug-ue,each part must proceed with

equal energ-y and firmness of leg-ato, and the Player must produce the same kind of

effect, as if he possessed as many hands as there are parts. Ex:

Mode ^P

^Bs^S^^^^^?
-JiTT^ £ • ^A ^—-Ju^ 4~1i

i ^m
§2. This example is in four parts, and we may perceive that in each hand two parts

proceed uninterruptedly with one another, and that each of the four parts has its own
prog-ression and melody.

Let the Student take the trouble to play throug*h each part a^owe, strictly L-eg-atoi

and in so doing-, to strike the semibreves and mfniins so firmly, that their vibrations

may last distinctly till the following* note.

'Now comes the difficult business of manag-ing", so that all the 4. parts shall be

played exactly tog-ether, and with equal firmness and leg-ato as before, so that the

hearer may clearly seize on and follow the progression of each individual part.

Tog-ether with the peculiar mode of fing-ering-, already treated of in the 24 Part,

and which is absolutely necessary to this end, the fing-ers must also become accustomed

to many awkward extensions and twisting-s, while the hand is still kept perfectly tran-

quil; and this inconvenience it is, which causes many Players to execute such pieces in-

correctly.

Nothing- would be more erroneous, than for the Player to execute the preceding* ex-

ample in something- like the following- manner;
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For by thus suddenly dropping- the syncopated notes, the passag'e ^^\\\ cease to be

in 4. piuts; the hannony will no long-er be full; and therefore the intention of the

Cojiiposei' vill be altog*ether missed.

%s. These difficulties mtU be still further encreased, when as often happens^ the two

parts in the rig-ht hand are so separated from one another, that this hand cannot

possibly reacli them, and that in consequence the other hand must come to its

assistance. Ex.-

Moderato.

J .fem j- ji^^^^^ '' ffr

d
J?^^^

•rfrrrrfrrr-fffrfr

i^5^^m p
Ji

f
Mc easily see that the requisite holding- on and syncopating* of each individual part in

this passag-e, such as it is written here, and as it must necessarily be written in the strict

style, becomes an impossibility. Here follows an explanation of the manner of executing- it,

in which each stare contains only that which each hand is enabled to play.

•i 1 ii 3 4 *

The left hand is here indicated by li, and the rig-ht by R in the distribution

of tlie middle parts.
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As the hands now release and assist one another in the middle parts^ the passagt) becomes

perfectly playable; and as the Tijne is Moderato, it is also possible in the strictest legato

st}k% if we attend to the fing^ering*, which thotig'h it is occasionally very awkward, is here

absolutely necessary. But this interchang"ing- of hands must he manag'ed so dexterously, that

not the smallest interruption shall be perceptible in the course of the passag-e, and that

it shall always appear to have been played by one hand only. Thus for example, in the

first bar of the above example, the upper of the two middle parts /^ . ^ ^ _
»

.^

must be played so naturally Ieg*ato, that at the notes marked * the exchang'e of hands

shall not he at all perceptible, neither by our ling-ering* too long- on the notes ,norby our

quitting- them too abruptly. •

§4.. When in this way each part proceeds with perfect correctness, the ag'g'regute pro-

duces an extremely interesting* effect; namely, the effect of a 4. -part -harmony, in which

each part appears to be performed by a separate individual, and yet as thoug^h all were

animated by one sing-le soul.

In such cases therefore, the player has to seek for all the possible ways of fing-ering*

and of interchang-ing* the hands, till he finds that which is most suitable.

Sa. The characteristic feature of every Fug-ue is the frequent repetition of the The

-

ma or subject in tLe various parts. It is necessary therefore that this Subject should

stand out in a. si^nsed and prominent manner, so as to be clearly disting-uishable among-

the other parts

.

The same expression which at the very beginning* of the Fug"ue, was g-iven to ft^e notes

of the Theme individually, must in tiie sequel also be .g*iven to them, each time the sub-

ject is repeated; while the accompanying* parts should be played with distinctness certain-

ly, but with somewhat more raiiformity of toi^e.

§6. The expression usual in modern playing* cannot well he employed in strict fugues

.

Still, on the Piano -forte we may so far employ the forte, the piano, as also the cres,

and dim, even in old fug*ues written for the Org*an, that when tiie commencement is

piano we mayg*o on crescendo till the 34 or 4.V* repetition of the Thema, ohserving*to

ag-ain diminish the deg*ree of forte down to a piano in those passag*es which do not

contain the Theme or Subject. On the re-appearance of the Subject, particularly when

it occurs in the bass, the Forte is always in its rig"ht place.

%7. Most Fug-ues must be played strictly Leg-ato according* to the value of the notes.

If, however, short notes occur in the Subject, these notes must also he played equally

staccato at each repetition of it.

There are fug"ues which may he played staccato almost all throughout, as for exam-

ple the fugue in C minor in the 1^.* Part of Seh: Bachs celebrated 4.8 Preludes and

Fug*ues.

The above mentioned work we recommend to eveiy player, who has acquired a tolera-

bly high degree of execution, as the best school for Fug*ue - playing*,- particularly. that

edition recently edited by me, in which the proper fing*ering* and expression is indi-

cated where necessary, and which is published by R. Cocks & C? London.
The Ritardando can at most he employed only before a pause, and at the close of the Fug*ue.

Every Fug*ue must he played in strict time.

Fug-ues intended for the Org*an may also be played slow on the Piano -forte. There are

however Fug-ues expressly for the piano, of which the time may be very quick.
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Sy. Wc add hero, by way of practice^, 2 short fug-ues of which the first is composed

in a slow time, ami which will therefore suit the Org-an; while, on the contrary, the

secondmust he played very quick, and therefore can only he properly executed on the

Piano-forte.

Lento maestoso
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3 P^rts.

In 3 Parts.

Allegro.
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The fing-ering- ^vhich is added shews clearly in all the doubtful cases, with which

hand the iniddle parts are to be taken.
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CHAP. XIII. ^^

Oj^ Flayikg from Memort.

§1. Some Pupils have so g-ood a musical memory, that they embarrass their Teach-

ers by it; for when they hare played a piece thi-oug'h only once, they are enabled to

play it by heart, and will not therefore take the trouble to look at the notes.

The e^il consequence of this quality is almost certainly, that the Pupil will become

accustomed to an incorrect and highly imperfect manner of pla}ing-, and neg-Iect al-

tog-ether the acquiring* of readiness and correctness in reading* the notes.

But nothing- is more easy than to find a remedy, which if it ^dll not altog-ether

correct this quality, (which by the bye is g-enerally indicative of g"reat talent), will

at least divert it into a useful channel. So soon as the Pupil has played a piece

several times throug-h, let him directly beg"in another, which will oblig-e him, on the

first reading" of it, to ag-ain look attentively at the notes. And this plan must be

persisted in, till his eyes become used to attend firmly to the notes, and to the

reading* of them with correctness.

liot him then beg-in ag-ain the pieces before g-one throug-h, and study them with

the requisite deg-ree of attention.

§2. On the other hand, it is more difficult to accustom such Pupils to playby heart,

as do not possess a g-ood musical memory; but in g-eneral this is by no means iiTipossible.

Among- the pieces already studied, choose a very short and easy one, a Waltz for

example, or a Thema taken from some Opera; and let the Pupil learn it by heart, bar

by bar; causing- him to notice in what octave each passag-e occurs; whether the notes

ascend or descend, whether they are long- or short, &c; and in case of necessity, he

may at first learn the accompaniment in the left hand alone.

%3. The power of retention has, as is well known, many pecubarities. Some more

easily retain the forms of the notes, and must therefore avail themselves of the retentive

powers of the ei/e. Others more easily retain th^ succession of the notes; they em-

ploy the retentive powers of the ear. Even the movements of the fing*ers, more readi

ly impress themselves on the memories of some; and in this case, the memory is

worked upon hj the sense of touch.

A piece, once learned by heart, must be repeated daily, that it may not be ag-ain

forg-otten. In this way, we may learn one piece after another, till at leng-th the

memory will become so streng-thened, as to retain with certainty even long"er and

more difficult pieces.

§4.. It is at once an ag-reeable and honorable quality, to be able to play correctly

from memory, many pieces of music; and we are not in this case oblig-ed always to

carry our music about with us.

We often meet accidentally Avith a Piano forte, and it is a very unpleasant feel-

ing- for us, when after many stumbling- attempts at a begnnning- of one piece or other,

we are compelled to excuse ourselves from placing- altog*ether, by exclaiming-

"I know nothing* by heart'.'

Lastly, a piece well studied and committed to memory is g-eherally executed with

a certain freedom and facility, which imparts an additional charm to it, and wliich

very nearly approximates to extemporaneous playing*. We advise every tolerablePlayer

to have always at his command, and by heart, at least a dozen pieces of different sorts.

' 8192 .
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^^ CH-APo XI Vo

Ox PLAYIKG AT SIGH T.

§1. Among" the most creditable and even indispensable qualities of a g-ood player^,

maybe reckoned, the power of executing* any not excessively difficult piece^ the very

fii'st time of ti-ying- it over; so correctly, uninterruptedly, and as far as possible, so

nearly in the time prescribed by the Author, that the hearer may be enabled to seize ex-

actly the sense and character of the piece.

To this talent for playing* at sig-ht belong* several qualities, partly natural, and

partly to be acquired.

§i?. To the first class belong*: a sharp, quick, and piercing- eye; a mind tranquil, self-

possessed, and not subject to distraction of ideas; and a degree of musical foresig*ht,

"which enables the performer, while he is playing* one passag*e, to g*uess pretty cor-

rectly at that which is to follow next.

To the second class, belong-. g*reat volubility of fing'er,- and such a dominion over the

keys as is acquired by the constant practice of the Scale in all the 24 keys, and of

all the usual and common place passag-es and grouping's of notes.

In addition to all this, a constant practice in playing- at sigbt itself, acquiredby read-

ing- over new music for at least one hour every day,- beg-inning- with the more easy pie-

ces, and laying- it down as a fixed rule, never to come to a positive stand still, and not

to allow oneself to be interrupted by trifling- errors, but to g*o on playing-boldly to

the Very end; and this we must persevere in with pieces g*radually more and more dif-

ficult, till by degrees we shall g-ain courag*e enough to execute before others at sig-ht,

and without feeling- alarmed or erabai-rassed, the most considerable and difficult compositions.

§3. For how often does the case occm*,tiiat a pianist is called upon to accompany a song*

at sig-ht, of which the accompaniment cannot perhaps be very difficult; or to try over a

not very difficult piece, with accompaniments for other instruments; and how deplorable it

is, if he is unable, either to strike the rig*ht notes, or to keep the time correctly,and does

nothing- but stumble at every step.

§4.. A thoroug-h knowledg-e of the Theory of Harmony, which may also be g*ained practi

-

cally by means of the fing-er- exercises, assists us much in playing" at sight,- on the con-

trai'y,he wiio has only a mere superficial knowledg-e of it, and that only in his brains,will only

be led the more astray, when he attempts to, apply it in this way.

§5.There are mary who think so much of reading* at sight,that they altog-ether neglect the more

finished, exact,and well-studied style of playing-.This is a great fault; for such g-luttony of notes

robs them of the much higher degree of delight,which the art affords from Perfection of Ej--

eculion. Playing- at sig-ht is only a duty of the performer, and it must not be considered

as his ultimate aim.

An Audience will enjoy itself much more in hearing- a perfectly executed piece of Music,even

thoug^i it may have been practised day after day for a whole year, than it could ever do in lis-

tening* to the most difficult composition played at sight, however naturally and cleverly it may

be done, since in the latter case there must of course be many eiTors and defects.

•
.
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CHA P . XV. * 9S)

Ox THE PECULIAR STYLE OF EXECUTION MOST

SL'ITAHLE TO DIFFERENT COMPO SERS AXD THEIR WORKS.

§1. The object of this Chapter cannot be better explained, than by 8:rs ing- a short bistory

of the development of Piano-forte playing-.

§2. In the commencement of the 18*1^ century, the leg-ato style of plajing-, as well as the execu-

tion of considerable difficulties on the Harpsichord and Cla\ichord, the instruments then in

use, had already been carried to a big'h deg*ree of perfection by Seb. Bach, Domenico Scar-

latti, and others; and, indeed, Scarlatti may be looked upon as tlie founder of the brilliant

or bravura stj'le.

The Piano -forte,yi9.t then invented, (about 177o), g-ained a prodig-ious step in advance l)y

Mozart and Clementi,two g-reat practical Masters, and improvers of the aft. Clementi,

who devoted himself exclusivly to piano-forte playing- and Composition for this instrument,

may ^\ith justice be looked upon as the founder of a reg-ular School; as he first of all

was able to unite brilliant bravura execution with tranquility of tbe bands, solidity of touch,

correctness, distinctness, and g-race of execution; and in his day he was always allowed to

be the g-reatest Player on the Piano-forte.

The most disting-uished masters on this instrument of the subsequent period were his

Pupils, and formed according- to their individual ideas,various stjiesand schools of plajing-.

The Pianos of that day possessed for their most disting-uished properties,a full Sing-ing-

quality of tone; but as a counterbalance to that, they had also a deep fall of the keys, a

hard touch, and a want of distinctness in the single notes- in rapid playing; this naturally led

Dussek, Cramer^ and a few others to that soft,quiet, and melodious style of execution, for

which they, and likewise their compositions are chiefly esteeraed,and which may be looked

upon as the Antipodes of the modern, clear, and brilliantly piquant manner of playing-.

§3. Mozarts stjlv, wbicb approached nearer to the latter mode, and whichwas broug-ht to

such exquisite perfection by Hummel, was more suited to those piano-fortes which com
bined lig-ht and easy touch witb g'reat distinctness . of tone, and whicb were therefore

more suited for g-eneral purposes, as well as for tbe use of Youth.
Mean time, in 1790, appeared £ee<A or«»,who enriched the Piano-forte by new and boldpas-

sag-es, by the use of the pedals, by an extraordinary characteristic manner of execution,

which was particularly remarkable for the strict Leg-ato of the full chords, and wbich
therefore formed a new kind of melody; and by many effects not before thoug'ht of
His execution did not poses s the pure and brilliant eleg*ance of many other Pianists;

but on the other hand it was energ-etic,profound, noble, and particularly in the Adag-io,

hig-bly feeling* and romantic. His performance like his Compositions,was a miisicalpainting-

of the hig-hest class, esteemed only for its g-eneral effect.

§4. The subsequent improvements in the mechanism of the Piano-forte soon gw^e occasion

to young- professors of talent, who were rising* to maturity, to partly discover and partly

improve upon' another mode of treating- the instrument, namely, the hriUiant s^yZe,which about

1814, was chiefly disting-uished by a very marked Staccato touch, by perfect correctness in

the execution of the greatest difficulties, and by extreme and striking* eleg-ance and pro-

priety in the embellishments; and which was soon acknowledg-ed to be the most favorjte

and most applauded style of all, throug-b the skill oi Hummel, Meyerbeer, Moscheles,Kalli-

brenner. &c.

§.&.This style is now still further disting-uished by even more tranquil delicacy, g-reater

vaiieties of tone and in the modes of execution, a more connected flow of melody, and a
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still more poiTect mochanism; and in future it must l)e considered as the most desiral)le

manner of all.

§6. We may therefore assume the 6 following" styles of execution as somanj-principalschools.

a. dementi's stj/le, ^/Mch was distingTiished by a reg*ular position of the hands, firm

touch and tone, clear and voluhle execution, and correct declamation; and,partly also, by

great address and flexiljility" of fing-er.

b. Cramer and DusseTc's style. Beautiful Cantahilc, the aroiding* of all coarse effects, an

astonishing" equality in the runs and passag-es, as a compensation for that degree of vo-

lubility >vhich is less thoug-ht of in their works, and a fine leg-ato, combined with the use

of the Pedals

.

c. Mozart's School. A distinct and considerably brilliant manner of playing-, calculated rather

on the Staccato than on the Leg*ato touch; an intellig*ent and animated execution. The Pedal

seldom used,and never oblig-ato.

d. Beethoven's style. Characteristic and impassioned energ-y, alternating- with all the charms
of smooth and connected cantabilc, is in its place here.The means of Ex|)ression is often car-

ried to excess,particularly in reg-ard to humourous and fanciful levity.

The pi([uant, brilliant, and she\^y manner is but seldom applicable here; but for this reason, we
must the more fre([uently attend to the total effect, partly by means of a full,harmonious lic-

g-ato, and partly by a happy use of the Pedals, &c.
Great volubility of fing-er without brilliant pretensions,andin theAdag-io, enthusiastic expression

and sing-ing- melody, replete A^ith sentiment and pathos,aretheg-reat requisites in the Player.

The compositions of F.Ries for the most part require a similar style of execution.

e. The modern brilliant School founded hj Hummel,Kallebrenner, and Moscheles
Its peculiar qualities are, perfect mastery of all the mechanical difficulties; the utmost pos-

sible rapidity offing-er; delicacy andg-race in the various embellishments; the most perfect dis-

tinctness, nicely suited to everyplace of performance,whether small or larg-e; and a correct

declamation, intellig-ible to every one, united with refined and eleg-ant taste.

f. Out of all these schools, a new style is just now beg-inning- to be developed, which may be

called a mixture of and improvement on all those ^^ichpreceded it.

It is chi(fly represented by Thalberg;Chopin, Liszt, and other young- artists; and it is

disting-uished by the invention of new passag-es and difficulties, and consequently the intro-

duction of new effects; _ as also by an extremely improAed application of all the mechanical

means, which the Piano-forte offers in its present g-reatly improved state, and which, like

all former improvements in their day, willg"i%e a new impulse to the art of playing* on this

much cultivated instrument.

§7. From this historical sketch,the reflecting- Pianist will easily perceive that the works
of each Composer must be executed in the style in which he wrote; and that the performer
will assuredly fail, if he attempts to play all the works of the Masters above named in the

self-sanu- style.

The Player who desires to arrive at anjlhing- like perfection, must dedicate a consider-

al)le space of time exclusively to the Compositions of each JVIaster who has founded a School;
till he has not only accustomed his mind to the peculiar style of each, but also, till he is

enabled to remain faithful to it, in the mechanical performance of their works'. Thus,for
exann-le, the ([uiet, soft, and heartfelt eleg-ance with which the Compositions of Dussek
(•ug-ht to be played, are not by any means sufficient for the execution of a work of
Beethoven's, or of a brilliant Composition of the present day: _ just as in Painting',

there exists a g-ieat difference between Miniature, Crayon, Fresco, and Oil paint-
ing-.
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Oj^ Tracts fo sitio^.
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§1. By Transposition we are to understand the art,by which we are enabled to play

a piece in another key than that in which it was composed, and this often at sig'ht.

The pianist is frequently so situated^ as to be oblig-ed to accompany a Tocal piece,

Mhich is written too hig-h or too low for the compass of the sing-ers voice; and in

this case, the poor pianist without previous notice, must play it a semitone or a tone

hig-her or lower; in B, or C^, for example, if the piece were written in C.

§i?. That the acquisition of this sort of facility is as difficult as it is requisite,we

shall easily perceive; and indeed none but a very expert player and reader can

have any pretensions to attain it. But, at all events, it is necessary to prac-

tise it for some time in particular, by daily transposing- in this way and into se-

veral keys, at first very easy pieces, and gradually others that are more difficult.

Ss.AVhen the transposition takes place only a semitone hig-her, it is in g-eneral

pretty easy; for example, if we transpose from C to C|, we have only to imag-ine

the sig-nature of 7 sharps, and to treat each accidental b as a \, and each |

as a X .

§4.. When however the transposition is to take place several notes higiier or low-

er; as for Ex: from D to F, or from Eb to A, the business becomes considerably

more difficult, and the player must then take the following- points into consideration:

1. His fing-ers, by the constant practice of all the Scales, must have become so well

acquainted with all the keys, that even the most unusual and difficult key shall not

appear more strang-e to him than the easiest.

2. The player must already possess considerable facility at reading- at sig-ht, and

consequently be able to g-lance at wiiat is to follow for at least a few bars in ad-

vance, and to imag-ine the effect intended.

3. He must particularly direct his attention to the upper part, which contains the

melody, and to the bass -notes; because he will by these means be enabled to di-

vine or to find out the middle parts.

4. He must particularly notice the intervals in which the melody and the lowest notes

or bass proceed.

As soon as the player knows, for Ex: that the melody ascends or descends a Fourth or

a Sixth, the transposition of it into any key is easy and certain.

Let us take, for example, the following- passag-e.

Allegro.



'n^^

^ ^p'^nrp^-ri^rj

._
'f

r ^=t5i
i ^T

If Me are recjuired to transpose this passag-e into D major, for example, we must

proceed in the following* manner;

P.^Bar. The first chord is the perfect comnfon chord in hoth hands, included there-

fore; between 4 Ds.

In the 2'.^ chord the rig-ht hand ascends a major third, to the F j of course. The

left hand takes the same chord as before an octave hig"her.

29 Bar. The rig'ht hand ascends to the same chord a minor third, consequently to

the A.

The left hand ag-ain ascends an octave hig-her, to the 2 notes ^ff belong-ing* to

the preceding" chords. Hereupon folhnvs the easy diatonic scale __ run from D to D.

39' Bar. During" this run, the Player :uust reflect, that the next upper note de-

scends a major third, namely to the B!?. The lowest part in the left hand, descends

5 deg-rees namely from D to G. The "wiiole chord, (that of G minor) is then easi-

ly divined.

In the next chords the upper part descends a whole deg"ree (to Abj; and the left

hand takes Bb with the little fing"er, and on it the common chord of Bb major.

This Bb is more easily to be found, if the Player reflects, that it must lie a whole

tone hig'her than the Ab in the orig-inal.

For where it appears difficult to see the intervals any further on, because of their

distance apart, we must transpose from the prescribed key- The 3 remaining* notes

in the rig-ht hand are the same as in the bass.

4<^h Bar. The rig'ht hand descends a semitone in the upper part, and the thumb

remains lying* on the preceding* key; the first of the following" semiquavers falls onthe

preceding- key,(G), after which ag*ain follows part of the scale in D major, in which

the skip of an octave, from E to E is easily to be found.

The left hand ascends a fourth, to the common chord of Eb major. The follow-

ing- resolutions clearly demonstrate that we ag'ain return to the principal key, that

of D major; the lowest note is the major 7*.'' deg*ree of the scale, and therefore

Ctf.

.5'.'' Bar. The first notes belong* to the common chord of D major; th«' two last
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crotchfts descend diatonicaly to the octave Ct.

In the k'ft hand, the second chord ascends a major third; the # raises the new

third of the chord, so that it helong-s to the common chord of F| major.

Q^^ Bar. The 1*:*^ fing-er of the rig-ht hand strikes the key note, D, which remains in

the next chord, in which the little fing'er ag'ain takes a sixth ahove. In the follow-

ing" chord the 2 lower notes remain, and over them the part descends a fifth hclow,

which in the last chord is raised a semitone.

oN^B. The Player must carefully observe those notes that are repeated, becausethcy

will hest serve him as a g'uide to the rest.

In the left hand, the octave with the third added to it, ascends a semitone hig-h-

er, on G, which, after the rest, is repeated an octave lower down, and then at last

is raised a semitone by means of the #•

l^r Bar. The first chord is resolved on the adjacent deg'rees, since the upper

part ascends a semitone.

In the 2*^ chord, the key at top remains, and the bottom keys form the enharmonic

chord,* which from practice is well known both to the ear, and to the fing-ers of

every Pianist . The 3'.' and 4*^ chord is the well-known dominant seventh in two

different positions.

In the left hand, the lowest note is always the A. The 2^ and 3** chords are

exactly as in the rig"ht hand, which in such cases is always a g*reat help to the

Player, because he is only oblig-ed to direct his attention to the one line.

§5. This is the way in which we must employ, and train our eyes and our minds

in practising- Transposition.

By way of Exercise, the Pupil oug-ht in this manner to transpose the preceding-

example into all the U major keys, and that so often, that he shall be enabled to

play it in any required key with equal facility. After this, he should daily select

a short, and at first easy piece, and transpose it into several keys. In a few months

he will have had sufficient practice to enable him to transpose any lig-ht piece at

si g-ht, even before others, without stumbling* or confusion.

§6. He who is perfectly acquainted with Thoroug'h-bass, and all the other clefs,

^vill find in them a further help in transposing-; yet not perhaps to the extent that

we may imag-ine. For in quick movements we have not time to think of this kind

of Theoretical aid, and the way which we have pointed out above, will be found the

readiest and most certain one for every Pianist, because it is founded altog-ether on

a g-reat practical use of the fing-ers.

(c)
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Ojst Playlvg from Scoiih: a.vd oj^ the

SopRAj^ro, Tkjstor, ajvd other Musical Clefs.

§1. One of the greatest advantag-es of the Piano -forte over all other insti'iiraents, is the
fuUness and richness of harmony, which the player can produce from it, and hy which in
fact he can himseli" perform g-rand orchestral pieces with rei-y considerahle effect.
TVe all know that almost ereiy g-ood Opera, Symphony, &c. is ai'rang^ed for the Piano

alone. But for all this, it is a delig-htful and honorahle attainment for a Pianist, to he
ahle to play at sig'ht, without any previous arrang-ement from the Score, a composition
WTitten for a full orchestra.

§2. To this end, hefore any thing' else,w^• must necessarily possess an intimate know-
ledgie of those Clefs which are met with in musical notation, in addition to the usual
Trehle and Bass -clefs.

These clefs are expressed by the following* characters

Tenor -clef. w Soprano-clef, Alto -clef,

Wv here percieve that the Soprano-clef with its two horizontal sti'okes is written on
the first line; the Alto -clef on the third line, and the Tenor- clef on the /owrf/i line.

In tile Soprano- clef, the notes are written a third hig-her than in the Treble. The
performer must therefore play them a third lower. Ex:

SOPRANO CLEF.

The saine in the Treble.

» J J J J 'I J J J J
^

<f ^ J J J ^ J J J J r ^ ISS

This clef is used in Singing- for the highest kind of female Toice.

In the Alto -clef, the notes are written 7 notes hig-her than in the Trehle
clef. The player must therefore first imagine each note to be a deg-ree hig-h-
er, and then play them an octave lower.

ALTO CLEF.

The same hi the Treble,

^1' r 'Tit rrr ^ fe f^

J j^Ja;^4^J ^^ i

This clef belong-s to the lower female voices.
The Tenor clef is written 9 notes hig-her than the Treble clef, and the notes

must therefore be played so much lower j and consequently a third lower than in
the Alto clef.

The player must therefore imagine each note to be one degree lower than in the
Tre])Ie, and then play them an octave lower.

3192 '
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TENOR ( I.EF.

The same in the Treble.

^n^r^-f ^ ^ * i^

m ^ #=F Mfe

This clef is used for male voices.

The lower male t^oices are written in the Bass clef.

The following" Tahle shews the notes of all the clefs rang'cd over one another, as

they are to be struck on the very same keys.

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenor.

Bass'
and

Trel)le;

m

n

W ^
^

m
W iJjJ''irrrrrrr|^j^

^m
w m

#i

m̂
^

? ^
TVe may readily perceive that each of these clefs has only a compass of about two

octaves. Hig'her or lower notes than those g*iven aboTe seldom occur.

§3. The following- piece in 4 parts should be played over frequently) for the sake of

practice. It ser\es as a short example on playing- from Score^ as each part stinids on

a separate line. It may be conveniently played with two hands^ by taking- the 2 upper

.lines with the rigtt hand and the two lower ones with the left.

Andante.

Soprano.

Alto.

O^enor.

Bass.

iH i cjj]jji,i j-j[jrrr
i
rrrr

m v^qgjt

-<2| !•-

w
^^^ m m ;ifvT^

^
^
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# # s ei^

fe

-fu-

i^^
>^

q ^

^ r r^
T^rrfTf trfQ

^^
1^ ^ Q

^

^"—r-

^m

iff ^ ^
it f t^i

^35

^ ^

33c

xs:

^

35:

# f

fem -w-

^

^
^
^
^

1

^

The first har is to he played as follows: '| •/ f* Q* ' '*
, and so on for all the rest

^ $
§ 4<. To attain facility in playing* such pieces, the Student Jimst diligently play over in this

way vocal Quartetts in Score, -^from Masses and o^er sacred compositions.

§5. In full Orchestral pieces the following" instruments ai'e usually employed.
l«t 2 Violins J (written in the Treble clef.)

2^/ One Tenor; (wi-itten in the Alto clef.)

3- A Violoncello and Double -Bass; of which the Violoncello is occasionally written in

the Tenor clef.

4^^ 2 Flutes; (in the Treble clef)
5l>

2 Oboes- Treble clef.

6J 2 Clarionet*, (also in the Treble clef, but in a three-fold manner, as explained fui-

ther on,

T/ 2 FagTotti; (Bass clef, occasionally alsa in the Tenor clef.)

8/2 Horns, (Corni); Treble clef, but to be played in various ways as we shall

presently see.) '

&'^ 2 Trumpets; (Clarini or Trombe);Also in the Treble clef, but played like theHonis.
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IQiy 2 Drums, (Timpani), (in the Bass Clef).

11 Jy 3 Trombones, Of which the hig-hest is written in the Alto Clef, the middle one in

th(\ Tenor Clef, and the lowest in the Bass Clef.

§6. When we ohserve that the Clarionets are indicated to he in Bh, we must play the

passag'es for them, a whole note lower than they are written. Ex:

Ciarionets

ill Bb.

As played.

^>i'.^ ^ fh UJljf f-^rf^pp^ u
f'v /7^- f r

n^'^ g_g=Efr r

"^'^ tUnf^
' But when they are indicated Clarinetti in A , we must play all the notes a minoi>

third lower; Ex:

Claj'iiictti ^B^J^lJljB ^3

;jj|f"J*%.Q^^i[^^B
And in the same way we must proceed in all the other keys. /:

But when we ohserre Clarinetti in C indicated, the notes must he played as they

stand, without any transposition whateTcr.

§T. The Horns (Corni) are always written in C; hut at the commencement of the

part intended for them, we shall always find the key indicated in wiiich they are to

he played; for Ex: Corni in D implies that all the notes must he transposed and played

in D major;just so, Corni in F, implies a transposition into F major.

The Horn parts must always he played in a lower position on the instrument, within

about the compass of two octaves from j^- to

We shall insert a few Examples on the different kinds of Clarionets and Horns.

S192
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Clariiiutti in K.

C^orni in Eb-

As HTJtteii

As played on the

Piano forte.

^S
^S

^ f f f m

' 1
~

I r ^ M ^P^
As vTitten.

Clarinetti in A.

f
SE

Corni in 1). |f E

As played on the

Piano forte.

fe
C«>;%f!

Ml^|f-ffF
|
/?,g ^^ iTTit̂

i g i
The Trumpets (Clariiii or Trombe) have exactly the same properties as the Horns,

only that they sound an octave higher.

§8. The Drums contain only two notes, tiz the Tonic or key-note, and its fourth
above or its. fifth below.

As AvTitten.

Clarijii

in D.

They are g-enerally written in C,

and at the comratencement there is
Tnnpaiu

also g-enerally indicated the real

key of the piece. Ex:

in D.

i^
*'j ni'^\rim

m=^ 1

As
played.

S\92

^^^ fcz^
=da: 1

e>i*^<. J H} J l

J.jJ r|
|

W
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And the same in every key, which the Composer alwa^^s indicates at the commencement.

§9. The Douhle Bass is always played an octave lower than it is written.

§10 String"ed instruments, itz the 2 Violins, Tenor, Violoncello, and Contrabasso, often

have the following* passag-es, which can only he rendered on the Piano-forte by means

of Arpeg-g-ios or Tremolandos.

AUeg-ro.

Violino 19

Violiiio 24«

Viola.

Violc-llOe

Basso.

^^
ff

^&
jT

&\i'i,C -J 5

m

W -h ^- ^^

A

^^

^
^

^m m Mm r ^ ^ ^-f^—

^

i^m m- r '
i r ^-P—

—

'"Tt
a^^ S^ F^^^FF

g^ CX^CII;fe r I r -f^-—

These passag-es may be executed on the Piano-forte in the following' manner.

Alleg*ro.

3: :s: -si- -^

5>'-
i.j r.^^n^

l

'r^ii^ r.^rnrtm^^fr^
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§11. It often happens that the melody is divided between the string'ed and A\ind in-

struments.

In this ease the Player must condense or draw them tog-ether as much as possible;

and when there is a crowding" tog-ether of ideas, he must learn to chose those which

are the most interesting*. Ex:

Violiiio 19
j /f) \?„C

Violino -J'.>

Viola.

2 Flauti.

2 Oboe.

2 Clarinetti

WBw ir Ft

M^i *' m y

I3b

2 Corni

ill E7

Viole^« e

Basso.

io
5̂

^5
t ill

f

^fe

M^

fe ^24

P

?^

i_
doi.

4 <'^r
p

m
f>

&—o-

fiVfTTig

i

^ li

ffi
(ioi.

If

^_

fe^^

s
jjj^

dot.

E^B

^
g

g
-1^-*-

ijM

-p—

—

^
^

s
##
23=5

r^ ^

J^^

^

W
-5L

—

r

fe

J^
W

m
Here the principal melody is distributed between the l^.t Clarionet, Oboe, and Flute.

Consequently the Player, must draw or connect them tog*ether in the rig-hthand, while
the left hand executes a plain accompaniment, as similar as possible to what is in

the Score. The prog-ression of the Double bass oug^ht not to be altered. Hence this

example must be executed nearly in the following* manner.

Clar: Cor: Ob: Cor:

Piano forte.

ra

^
3192 (c)



In this example, were we to play only the first Violin, the melody would be imper-

fect. The lowest notes in the hass, are as we perceive, strictly adhered to, and where

it is possible, as here in the last 4. bars, they should he taken an octave, lower.

§12 It requires long" practice to accustom the eyes to glance quickly over a score.

The Popil must here ag-ain commence with the easiest pieces, hy playing* over fre-

quently and attentively the scores of Quartets , Quintets, &c; he may then proceed to

other more numerously and richly instrumented works, as Arias, Masses &c; till at

last he is enabled to comprehend and execute on the Piano the fullest Orchestral com-

positions.

SlS.^Vhere the harmony is so spread or extended, that we are not able to reach it,

we must bring" it closer tog'ether, as each hand can only span an octave with convenience:

or we must use the damper -pedal to assist us.

QUINTETT.

Violino l^o

Violino 24?

Viola imo

Viola 2l"

Violoncello.

^^
^E

fF
pizz-

JF
W ^^^i':^i

^
^ ^

SVJ^J (c)
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As played on the Piano forte

When in passag-es for instruments played with the bow, there occurs the wordp?^^^.-

or pizzicato, such passag'es must he played on the Piano extremely Staccato, and this

till the words col' arco occurs.

§14 The way in which the Instruments are written over each other in g-reat Scores,

is two-fold, tJt^/

i*.* ivai/. On the 3 top lines, the Violins and Tenor, then all the Wind instruments

one below another, and on the lowest lines the Violoncello and Contrabasso.

24 way. The entire Quartett of string*ed instruments on the lowest lines, and

OTer them in ascending-, the wind instruments, rang-ed according* to their

relative importance.

The player must practice both of these ways.

We must also remark, that the Violoncello and double Bass are sometimes written

on two lines and sometimes on a sing-le one-

WTien a Flauto 'piccolo is added to the Wind instruments, it must be played an

octave hig-her, supposing" that a melody is g-iven to it of such importance as to re-

quire its being- attended to.

The Trombones, to save space, are sometimes all 3 written on one line, and in

the bass clef.

When the Drums have a shake, it may be rendered on the Piano by a Tremolo

with the lower octave. Ex:
^yV\A/\A

^ As played on the Piano forte'

§15. We shall here g-ive a few bars of a full Orchestral composition in Score,

written in two different ways of arrang-ing- the parts.



First May of writing' tlie Score.

vioiiiio ryo

Violiiio 2'**'

Viola.

Flauto

piccolo.

Flauti.

2 Oboe.

2 Clarinetti

ill A.

2 Fagotti.

2 CorniiiiD.

2 Clariiii

iiiD.

Timpani in

D A.

3 Trombones.

Violoncello

e Bassi.

Ife 4:^

£f^ ^. ^J J^
,ff

^HV: :::-
iSt

jtr

-78-
.

^ iJiAaE

-f^

^

i

W%e -t^
?

^^^

^; f!

jT

e>;*i
f
n S I

jr

S -f; »--^

^̂
^^^^

^'£.^ M.

^

1 3-5 31

«

P̂
^^

p̂

-p'-^

i
i
-41-

Xf
P

^

2:^

a J

//,^

f'

^ i
,3l9i^

(-)
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Timpani in

D A.

Clarini in D.

Corni in D.

Flauto

piccolo.

2 Flauti,

2 Oboe.

2 Clarinetti

in A

.

2 Fagotti.

3 Trombones.

Violino 1":

^nd W^AY of arrang-ing' a full Score.

/yv\A \/\A/\rj

doVioliuo 2

Viola.

^ inloiioello

e Bassi.

^
#

Jff"

w " -r

ff
1

^ ^"f^^
jT

m^^^MM
I^

m

^M-

1

^^^

^

^iM:^^
-'^h-fv^

p ff
fif J^:lr

st
^

ff^^
^
//

":rF=

p
j6P

I
n^'-h

f--- ^f^

f

T8-:*Tg- TJ
-

p

j(rM̂
ff ^

p

^

Ĵ* J^ #*

p^

m. d J d-

f>

^
3192
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The preceding' passag-es may be executed on the Piano as follows;

Allegro

JModerato.

S
ff

(•>;''j|i' J 4

:^ ^4^4^
p
^:£:

^ m
-^ -^

Jp

ae=aes ^ T^

3S 5.. ** 3 Ld 0'0

§ 16. Difficult as it may appear to an •inexperienced person , to orerlook at

once so great a heap of lines and instruments, 'tis however not so very trouble-

some in reality. We g-et accustomed to it at last, as to all thing's else in the

world; and here too, as every where else, the best means-is: PRACTICE!

Practice is the g-reat Mag-ician, who not only makes apparent impossibilities

performable, but even easy.

Industry and -practice are the Creators and Architects of all that is great,

g-ood, and beautiful on the earth.

Genius and Talent are the raw materials; industry and practice are as

the g-rarer impelled by an expert hand, which from the rude block of marble,

forms the beautiful Statue.

3192
(c)
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Ojkt P r k lu d I jsr g. .

§1. Bj Preluding- we are to understand, that every Performer immediately before
the piece which he is ahout to execute, should play an introductory moYement,Mhich
maybe long'er or shorter according* to circumstances.

§2. Such an introduction or prelude has a twofold end in Tiew:

l^^ To exercise in a small dcg-ree the fing-ers of the Player/ so as to prepare him
for the execution of the piece which is to follow, and to make him somewhat acquain-
ted wth the instrument itself and its peculiar properties of tone and touch.

2\y To awaken the hearers attention, and to prepare him for the key and the com-
mencement of the piece.

§3. For this latter reason, the prelude should alwj^s be in the key^ in which the
following- pieces is Tvritten; or» at least, it must terminate in that key, if by chance or
advisedly he should have commenced in any other key.

54. The Beginner, even in the first months of his study, should be taught to play a

short prelude before each piece; and here too ,the Scale Ea;ercises are the first and
best helps that we can have recourse to.

§5. To this end these Scale-exercises must be employed in the following' manner

.

a. In the key of the piece which is to follow, let the Pupil play one or more of the

passag-es which are there g'iven,with the rig-ht hand alone, while the left handmerely

holds dowTi the key note.

b. Or, let him play one or more of these passag-es first in that way, with the rig'ht

hand only, and thenwith both hands. The passag-es may follow one another in any ord^r

we please.

c. Or the Pupil may play all the passag*es entire, just as they stand in the required

key, and as they have been already taug-ht in the g-reat Scale-Exercises.

As the Pupil has already learned all these passag-es by heart, he will of course

not require any farther study of them.

§6. But it must be carefully observed, that after each of these preludes, two conclu-

ding- chords must follow in that key in which the piece commences; and we shall

therefore insert here these two closing- chords in all the 24 keys.

A luinoi-. F major. D minor. Bb major. G minor. Eb major.C major. C mjnor.

^plh''j_,jlh''i,^^lh'i..j!p'il^''MJ.j 8

^jib Niu'' :uiii.^'
j

i iiA p^ ii^

Ab major. F minor. Db major. Bb minor. Gb major. Eb minor. B major. G# minor.

« L ^J \ ti. I I .. tt #
'^^wih JimumAHin^iit^ .

[.
JHvyj J

**3r 5 m i^
H^ rm

f
r ii.^^^'

i>
,
rJll fe^^i'yu î^i

'

[prjf^
3l9i^

tc)



E major. CJS minor. A major. Ft5 minor. D major. B minor. ^. major, h. minor.
117

§r. These concluding- chords may also serve by themseUes as a prelude in anykey^ich

we may require, without any previous passag-es;in which case they form the shortest pre-

ludes possible.
T. T-. 1 X- *i.

§8 . We shall here g'T\e a few Exampes of such preludes, calculated fof- Beg-mners. Each ot the

preludes which is written in a major key, may easily be transposed into various othermajor keys;

and, similarly, each prelude in a minor key may also be transposed into other minor keys.

<?i^

^^^^^^P
Ŝ

^?
^
/

^^^
f"i S*^ I

J ^bEz^^

3192 (-)
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.aggfq f^'jj TJ i^ ^
J ^ ^

:

=^^=^^

->if^ s^. mT -^ -^ rrr

The following" chromatic scale may be employed in all the 24 keys

We readily perceire that any Pupil,with a little reflection, will easily form for himself from

the Scale Exercises a number of such simple preludes; and the Teacher should in all cases

stimulate and assist him in so doing*.

Ss TVhenthe Pupil has attained a considerable deg-ree of execution, instead of the scale

-

passag'es, he may employ for the same purpose other interesting* ones; ample materials for

which he will find in the practical Exercises on Fing-ering* contained in the 2'? Part of this

School. Ex:

SVd'-2
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§ 10. Refined Taste, propriety, and muteical dig'nity, require that all such short preludes

should be executed Avithout any pretensions, or any particular expression,hut merely agree-

ably and with lig-htness, that the expression of the composition which is to follow, may

stand out with so much the g*reater deg*ree of interest. The passag-es must be played as

rapidly as the, execution of the Performer will permit

.

§ll.AVhen the Pupil has made g'reat prog-ress in playing"; he may, along" with the preludes

already spoken of, employ others of a hig"her character and composed of a g-reater num-

ber of chords, these he may <^ommit to memory and apply when occasion offers.

As the Auther of this School has published a work expressly on this subject,called the

Art of. Preluding'. O'p:300; he is induced to mention it here, as the Pupil Mill find in it

numerous Examples of all sorts of Preludes, which he should learn by heartland accord-

ing- to the models of which, when occasion offers, he may himself learn to construct

preludes.

§12. "We shall therefore here g-ive a few more preludes, for practice, and for the use of

such Pupils as are already considerably advanced-

This admirable work %vill shortly b<? PuMished liy Mcssi'.s CocKis & CV 3192
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JVP4.

Mlesrvo

vivace.

^ rmfft^

SVSi.

"^^
F

fl-^r
|^f^^^,.f^,

r l^lf^iff^l^ ^ 5̂=e:

J- le^^gier, ' -g

^ £^=^=e ^ I" r 1^ "1 - r r :f=^
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Allegro

vivo.

f xs^-rV^xi 'cj fr^
w

^a ^^Jr^f-

fv^'^rrp

Alleg-ro'

con

brio

te^^w=^ -i 61 g

$1 i^
^ r ^ I . >^'T^ r_ r^ I h far

i h '^^ -

r"^. ' 'Jjgr * ' I'l^ =gq

*^- - -- -1 w.

^^
dolciss.

^ r - -

A.ndante sostenuto.

Jf9

iA ^^^^^^^B
^^-Prrrrj^^l^i^-'''ri;.>

^ •fOia legatissimo.
I'n'^^^Tl*^

^^ m'\ I
I'U
q^f r

calaiido.

319i? (S)



Alleg'ro

vivo,

[if
" ^\

I

rrrS-
i ^ J II .%!,„-gTjW^

m ~9 gn - dim.

'^^^^^^%t ^'#^^-^^^

Such tranquil, soft beg-inning-s of preludes, are always more suitable than those which
commence with g-reater energy and decision as to rhythm; because in this latter case
the hearers may easily be led to believe that the piece itself has commenced.

fi\U:i
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§13. In playing* in public, a long* prelude is by no means appropriate; a few soft

chords are sufficient in this case, just enoug'h to establish before hand the key

which is to follow.

Alleg'ro

modeiuto.

JModerato, I

JTPS.

Lento.

^'^' i^^BB

^ "1 r

- ^ r ^ r

i

^vUh^P
*=

^—

J

Before Concerted pieces which beg^in with the Orchestra, no preluding- must ever

take place.

§14. As there are innumerable forms of preludes, the Player must commit to memory

very many of them, and keep them always in practice, that no want of variety may be

felt. It appears very school boy like, to accustom ones self to only one certain form,

and to employ that on every/ occasion.

§15. Li playing- such preludes, the listener should neverbe able to obser\'^e,that theyhave been

previously studied. Theyshould appear as simple and natural as if they were produced sponta-

neously, and on the spur of the moment; as indeed with practised Performers is really the

case. For this reason, an unpretending- lig-htness of touch and execution is absolutely

necessary.

§16. It is further to be remembered,that the prelude in respect to character, must so far

be adapted to the following- piece,that for Ex: before a cheerful and serene composition,

there must be played a prelude of at least a somewhat similar tone; and the same must be

observed before a serious or pathetic piece. At least no very striking- contradiction should

be permitted between the two

.

.919'^ (f^)



124 CHAP. XIX.
0^\ EXTKMPO

R

AJsTKOUS PJ.AYIJ^'G .

§1. As the Author of this School has already puhlishcd a complete Treatise on this

Suhject, tJta, his Introduction to the Art of Extemporizino- Op: 200; and as the compass

and plan of the present work will not allow of a full analytical Treatise on it

heing- introduced here; we shall refer the Student to that work, and in this Chapter merely

g-ivc a few g'oneral rules and principles on the suhject.

§2. By e.rtemporizing' we are to understand, that the Performer, on the impulse of the

moment, without preparation, and often too without reflection, plays something-,which if

we may say so, comes spontaneously under his fing*ers, and which nevertheless posses-

ses to a certain deg-ree, all the properties of a written Composition, and in which, conse-

quently. Melodies- and hrilliant passag-es alternate in a tasteful or elahorate manner.

53. To arrive at this hig-hly interesting" and honorahle Art, the Player must prior to any
thing" else, possess the following" qualities:

P.* Great voluhility of fing-er and mastery over the keys of the instrument in all the

24 Iceys.

2\y An extensive musical reading* and knowledg"e of the works of all the g-reat Composers.

2t\y A g-ood musical memorj^ and presence of mind.

4\y A thoroug"h practical knowlcdg-e of Harmony.

sly A natural disposition for musical improvisation or extemporizing*.

§4. It is clear,that even the most decided natural talent for this art, is useless, if we
have to strug"g"le ag-ainst helpless and unpractised fing"ers; and if at each momentwe have

to fear that a key will offer itself, with which we are not practically and perfectly ac-

quainted. For this reason a real Virtuoso will always be able to extemporize, at least

to a certain deg"ree, even thoug"h he may not possess any decided talent for the art.

§5. As with Men of learning" in reg-ard to books, so must the musician possess a g"reat

knowledg-e of the musical works of all the g-ood Composers; for the mass of foreig-n

ideas, melodies, and passag"es which by this means imprint themselves on his memory,
will at last become in a measure his own; and the Player will only have to accustom
himself to the reg-ular forms, and the systematic concatenation of ideas,** which must
also be observed in extemporaneous playing".

§6. It is not only allowed, but it is even considered as an Ornament and an addi-
tional charm in extemporizing-, when the Player, at the proper moment,interweaves fo-
reig"n ideas and melodies, and developes them in any manner which is usual in music.
For this purpose he must chose such known melodies as enjoy the favour ofthe public.

Motivos and Song^s from favorite Operas, National airs, particularly those ofan elevated
cast; and in g"eneral all ag"reeable and melodious Themas are particularly to be recom
mended.
The Player must therefore commit to memory a g"reat ntimber of such motivos,in order

to employ them at will, and that he may never be thrown into embarrassment by a want
of ideas. For an incessant wandering" throug-h mere rapid passag-es and runs is not
extemporizing".

At present, there are so many Fantasias and Potpourris on Operatic sulyects pub-
lished, that the Player will 'readily find sufficient models to form and enrich his talent.

§7. There are Players who, without a knowledg"e of harmony, are enabled, neverthe-
less, in extemporizing", to invent very correct prog"ressions of harmony and interest-
ing" chords, and who but seldom commit any striking- error in this respect. This is

always a proof of a consideral)lc musical talent. But to such a disposition for music the

q,_^ ^*This tapitj] work will shortly bo published by Mcss>^.* Cocks & CV / ^

**'^^ S*^i' Humiltons Catechism on MumcuI IdiMs f,,,. i„f,,rm,,tion .,n this sub>rt. Price 3/. [^j
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study of harmony is so much the more to be recommended; that the Player may he enabled
to account for bis productions; that he may attain that kind of foresig'ht,which here also,

r Ave may so Speak, depends on that perfect consciousness; and that he may learn to Jiiake

use of the aid which harmony affords, without which all music in the long' run appeals
cmjrty and devoid of meaning*

.

But this knowledg'e of harmony must,by long* exercise on practical examples, be trans-
ferred from the head to the ftjig-ers; hefore it can be of service; for so long* as the Player
is compelled to thhik of the harmony, he will never extemporize well, but will produce mere
dry and formal matter; because the free movements of the imag*inat]on,which are so es-
sential to extemporaneous performance,will be fettered and impeded by this necessity.

§8. We have already said that natural talent was an indispensable condition in ex-

temporaneous performance; and,in fact,^vhcre this.>is altog*ether deficient, nothing* strik -

ing'ly advantag-eous can be expected in this partly imag-inative art- But for the com-
fort of Pianists, we shall here g'ive it as our firm con^ietion, that this talent is not

so rare, as mig-ht be imag-ined from the real scarcity of g-ood extemporaneous Players.
It is alasl however but too seldom awakened and cultivated. To this end,tog*etherwith

the personal endeavours of the Pupil, the Teacher may assist much, if he will try to

g*uide him onwards in the manner following*:

As soon as the Pupil has so far overcome the mechanical difficulties of playing*,

that he may be ranked among* the class of practised and ready players; and that con-

sequently he is able to execute with propriety and facility a great many g*ood com-
positions, the Teacher should occasionally require him to extemporize soraetb'ng*; whe -

ther it be merely chords and passag-es, or a melody with a simple accompaniment .At first

this will naturally appear very imperfect. But while the Pupil plays and tries to invent,

the Teacher should cheer him up, and remind him either of a few easy known passag*esand

runs, or of ai few plain chords, or bring* to his assistance some short melody; in doing*

which however, all modulations into other keys must at first be avoided. Faults as to

harmony should only be pointed out when they are very g-laring*. When these attempts,

which should be made several times in each week, have been continued for a long* whiles

so that the Pupil is able to produce something* tolerably well connected, without effort

or stumbling*; then the Forms may be extended; he may endeavour to employ such chords

and modulations as he recollects to have met with in the works of others, or such as he
may find in any respectable treatise on harmony; in doing* which, melody and passag*esof

mere execution must constantly alternate; and now the Teacher may draw his attention

with g-reater strictness to any incorrectness as to harmony.
The Pupil may without hesitation interweave in these experimental attempts,any me-

lodious or brilliant passag*e which he may chance to recollect from the compositions of

others. To all this much time and unwearied attention is absolutely necessary.

As soon as the Pupil is sufficiently exercised in all this, the rules must be g*radiially

explained to him , according* to which a Thema g*iven to him or selected by himselfi. may
be treated, developed, and employed, according* to the various musical forms which are ap-

plicable to extemporaneous playing*; and respecting* wiiich,the Introduction to Ea-tempo-
rizing- before mentioned will supply sufficient information.

§9. All this requires the study of years, and much labour; but for this troulde Ave

shall be amply recompensed by the acquirement of an art, which is so much the more
honorable and disting-uished, as it is so seldom to be met Avith. We are enabled by it to

both surprise and delig*ht our audience, Avithout, requiring* the aid of strang*e and stu-

died compositions. But in truth we must, by years of solitary practice,haA'e attained

great readiness and skill at extemporizing*, before we dare A^enture to perform in this

way before the Public.

3192 (( '



^^^ CHAP. XX.

O^r THK QUALITIES ESSEJ^TIAL TO A GOOD PlAJ^O FORTK '. nTLH THE

METHOD OF KEEPIJ^''G IT LV ORDER, AJ^D OF TUJ^IJsTG IT.

$1. After many years experiments and improvements in the structure of the Piano

forte, among" the most cultivated nations of Europe; it has finally been ascertained^

that a gfood Pianoforte may, and therefore oug^ht to possess the following- properties.

«. A full, powerful, and round tone, neither sharp and piercing*, nor dull and dumpy

of proportionahly equal streng^th of tone in every octave.

b. The quantity of tone produced must he more or less, according* to will and

touch of the Player; so that it may he easily encreased from the g-entlest ^^ to ff;

and so that in small apartments, it may not soundtoo harsh, and even in the larg--

est localities, such as Concert Halls, &c. it may still he clear, powerful, and audi-

ble to every one.

c. It should have a sustained and sing-ing" quality of tone, so that even in slow

melodies it may he played upon in a connected and interesting- manner; hut it must

also he equally capable of expressing* every deg-ree of staccato, even to the very

shortest and di-iest species of touch, so that we may be able to play the quickest

passag-es with all possible distinctness.

d. The touch of the instrument should neither be too heavy, nor too lig-ht ; so that a

strong- man may be able to draw from it that reg-ulated deg-ree of power ashich he may

desire; and that even the weak and delicate hand of a little g"irl,or even a child, may still

be able to touch it lightly and without too g-reat an exertion.

e. No key, no damper, and g-enerally speaking-, nothing- that; is moieahle should occa-

sionally stick fast; nor in striking- the keys should we ever hear along- with the tone,

a jing-ling", rattling",whizzing*, or jarring- sound.

/. It mast also be durable, and stand well in tune.

It is the business of the ^anufacinrer to effect all this.

§2. But the Owner and the Player have also their duties, in order to always retainiho

instrument in this desirable condition. For even the most perfect mechanism becomes

spoiled, when it is carelessly or improperly treated.

a. The Piano-forte should stand in a dry place, as any damp is injurious to it. It

oug-ht not to be exposed to currents of air. It should neither stand in too cold nor in

too warm a place; and therefore neither near a window nor a fire place . Where the

latter cannot be avoided, we must place a screen between it and the fire.

b. It must always he kept clean, and free from dust; and no heavy weig-ht should be

placed upon it.

The string-s must never be touched with damp fing-ers; nor should any thin<>- hesuf

fercd to fall upon them, as even the smallest pin or needle Ijing- on t'nc s^t in-is or

the belly of the instrument causes a disagreeable jarring-. Similarly, we must f»irarfs

ag-ainst any dirt falling- uppn the keys, such as crum])s of breail, drops of wax orta-M^v.
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&c; as when such thing's do occur, the keys are very apt to stick.

c. That the Piano-forte in plajing- should never he ill used: that avc should neither ham-
mer nor thump upon it, every g-oodPlajer knows; eyery Pupil of a rcvpcetahleMaster, even
a powerful youno- man^ knows how to reg-ulatc the natural strength of his hands, so that

the instrument shall not he injured hy them; for this is ec[ually due to our sense of what
is heautiful, and to his Audience. He can never he considered as a g-ood andwell taug'ht

player, under whose fists a Pianoforte g-ets injured and spoiled.

d. [Let the instriunent he always kept in g-ood tune. A new Piano -forte should he often

tuned during* the first few months, say every fortnig'ht. Afterwards, once in a month or

6 weeks, or even two months will he sufficient.

§3. It is always desirahle,that every tolerahly g-ood Player should he ahle to tune his

Piano-forte correctly, and also to draw up the string's occasionally.

^Ve shall here g*ive some short instructions on this subject, in as clear a manner as

can weirhe done in words.

§4. In tuning-, there is required a Tuning fork, a. Thining- hammer, and a damper, which.

latter consists of a stick of wood covered with leather, small at the bottom and g'radual-

ly thicker towards the upper end. These three thing's, as well as the requisite string-s,

oug'ht to he g-iven in hy the maker, when he sells an instrument.

§5. If we hold the Tuning'-fork firmly hy its upper end, and strike the top of one of

the two leg's smartly ag-ainst any fixed suhstance, and then quickly and firmly press

the top of the upper end upon some firm suhstance, so that the two leg-s may stand
^ ., . - *

h'ee and uprig"ht, we shall ohtain the A of the third octave ^^^ y " =i perfect and dis

tinct; we must then tune that key of the Piano to the note thus ohtained, and it will

serve as a g-uide and foundation for all the rest.

§6. As each note on a g-rand Pianoforte has 3 string's, and as we cannot well tune a

sing'le string*, while the other two sound tog*ether with it, we must insert the end of

the leathern damper between the two string-s on the rig-ht, and this close to the dampers

of the instrument. Thes'e two string*s are then damped, so that they will not sound, and

and we may then tune the first one more conveniently, as it alone will s]jeak?*

'We then place the moveahle damper ohliquely under the 34 string*, and leaning* ag-ainst

the next string* on the rig*ht, and then tune the middle string*, now freed from the damper,

exactly in unison with the first, so that both may yield only one note. After this the

moveahle damper Is laid aside, and we then proceed to tune the 3^ string* in unison with
the other two

.

§7. ^Ve must avoid turning* the Tuning* hammer too quickly, too violently, too much,or
too often backwards and forwards. The smallest movement of the hand to and fro is suf-

ficient to bring* the string* to the proper pitch. While we strike the key firmly with
the left hand, and during* the sound which ensues, we must turn the hammer to the rig*ht

or to the left with the rig*ht hand, according* as the string* sounds too sharp or too flat.

Ss. When a Piano is to be tuned throug*hout,the keys in the middle of the key -board.

within the limits from - (^j o to ^ tx must first be perfectly tuned. This is . to

be done in the following* manner.
%9. The two most harmonious intervals are the Octave and the Fifth, and a practised

musical ear, directly perceives whether these are tuned perfect or not. We must therefore

The Tuning fork used in Englsmd for this purpose is (fenerally a C Fork.
**In Eng-land there is al-ways a Shifting" Pedal to Grand .ind Cabinet Pianos which make the damper unnefcssjiy.

It is however used nearly as above in tuning- Square Piuios. /_>
^ *-
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soloct tliose intervals as tbo most certain and useful to tune by.

• When therefore the A of the 8'.' octave sounds exactly in unison with the pitch of the

tuning' fork, we must tune the A immediately below to it, (that is its lower octave); then the

Firth E above; then the octane E below; tl\en the fifth above B; then ag-ain the fifth above,

Fti then the octave below, F|; then ag-ain the fifth above, C#;

When this Ct is tuned, we may, by way of test, strike the common chord ofAmajor

and if this sounds perfect, the tuning* is so far correct.

Here follows a Table of the notes in the order in which they are to he tuned.

m j^tfoko^- gjg-rcr
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5 10. "When we proceed to play within these limits, and find that the instrument does not
sound correctly in tune, it is a proof that we have committed some error in reg*ard to

Tenrperament, and this must bo amended in the following* manner.

§11-. There are three degrees (»f perfection, according* to which we may tune an Octave,

a l^ffiA, or a TM/*^,' these different deg-rees are called

l^* the first stag-e of purity, in which the interval is a very small and almost imperceptible

f[uantity too flat
2ly absolute or perfect ptfrity, and

3\^ earces* beyond purity, inwhich the pitch is a very slig-ht quantity foo sft,arp.

As however the 12 notes of which the octave consist, have a certain inequality with re^-

g-ard to one another, so that nearly a quarter of atone must be distributed among* or
tuned along* with these 12 notes, and yet all the intervals must not be tuned up to excess of
sharpness. It is therefore assumed that the octave must be tuned absolutely /jer/<?cf;butthat

the JF'«yiAs,thoug*h still perfect, must be tempered somewhat/Zai, and therefore not be so

sharp as to be absolute^ perfect.

The peculiar difficulty and indeed the art of Tuning*, consists in observing* this very de-

licate difference; and we must tune very many Pianos, before we shall at last have learned
and accustomed ourselves to the rig*ht proportions-

When therefore with respect to the last fifths and octaves, we find that we have g*ot too

sharp or too flat, we must turnback on our steps, till we discover our error.

Sl2.We should tune each string* in preference by raising* it up as to pitch- For example
if a string" should sound too sharp,we must let it down so 7n«<?A,that we shall be compelled

to ag*ain draw it up, to arrive at the proper deg*ree of acuteness.

§13. When the middle of the key-board is correctly tuned, all that remains is easy; we have

onty to tune all the other notes in octaves,i5com one semitone to another, ascending* or descending*.

Treble notes.

Bass : notes.
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§14.. To tune a sing*le note correctly, always strike its octave with it; in the Treble part of the
instrument take the octave below, in the Bass the octa%-e above for this purpose.
JTherestj)f the process has already been explained. 5^.

Enirlish Tiiiiera tg^in hy C,to L.y what is termed the beariiig-s; BCcHiimiltons Art of Tuning- puWished by R.CCfKs
X- C' for fulJ instructions on this subject. Pr.l/._ -
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CONCLUDING REMARKS ^^

ON THE ENTIRE WORK.

§1. Tlie chief aim of this School is:

To ensure to every Pupil who possesses any degree of talent, and who has sound

and flexible fing-ers, in the shortest possible time, great and well reg-ulated volu-

bility offinder; and g-radually to develope to him all the points which belong- to

Piano forte playing-, with particular reference to this just and most essential qua-

lity.

Experience has already sufficiently taug-ht me, that any method proceeding* on an

opposite plan to the one here pursued, ^ill lead, either to no useful end at all, or

in every case, much more slowly, laboriously, and unpleasantly.

§2. We can with confidence assert, that wherever both Teacher and Pupil do their

parts with equal dilig-ence and g-ood will, the F«r«i Part of this School may be suf-

ficiently g-one throug-h and studied in 6 months:

I£ we allow 3 months for each of the two latter Parts, we may consider that the

study of the entire worlc will be completed in ONE YEAR.

But the practical examples may and oug-ht to serve for a much long-er period, as a

means of still further improvement; and the wholeworkwill always be of use as a re-

membrancer, and as a g-uide even to the Player who is already accomplished.

. §3. In modern time several mechanical aids have been invented towards attaining-

a well reg-ulated faciUty and flexibility of fing-er;as for Ex: \hc CkiroplastldaeHayid-

gT*ide*the Dacti/lion,&c'. To such Pupils as have at first been spoiled by improper

instructions, these machines may be of g-reat, and even of striking- utility.

But to those Pupils whom from the very commencement, the Teacher has care-

fully and patiently accustomed to the observance of all the rules relating- to the po-

sition of the hands, the acquirement of a g-ood touch, and a correct mode of fing-ering",

as those points have been explained in this School, we consider such machines as use-

less* on the following- g-rounds:

1*L* Because a long- use of them must necessarily be relaxing- both to the mind and

to the feeling's.

2\y Because they consume a g-reat deal of time.

3^^ Because they are by no means well adapted to encrease the love of the art in

young- Pupils and Amateurs.

4.I7 Lastly because they fetter by far too much, all freedom of movement, and reduce

the Player to a mere Automaton.

S192 .
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*The Hund-guide is sold ty R. Cocks & C9 Pr: l()/6.



§4. The Teacher, who will honestly and assiduously apply himself to his calling-

has ((uite as much occasion to reflect and to study, as the Pupil- He will find him-
self at the commencement of his career in the situation of a young- Physician, who,
after long- study Mill still often he emharrassed at the hed-side of the sick: He
must ohserve the character and capahilities of his Pupils, and act with them accord-

ing-ly. He must hy dilig-ent practice cultivate more and more his own style of playing-;

and he must perfectly know all that relates to the fing-ering-, the Time, arid the style

of execution of each piece which is to he studied. The Pupil has far g-reater confi-

dence and esteem for his Teacher, when he has reason to consider him at once as a

clever practical Artist.

It is a peculiar duty of the Teacher to he free from all prejudice in the choice

of his music; and never to betray an exclusive partiality for any particular stjle, or

any individual Composer.

He should he acquainted with the g-ood and practically useful music of all ag-es,

all Schools, and of all g-ood Composers; and know how to avail himself of it use-
fully, and to hring- his Pupils acquainted with it.

§5. As to what concerns the numerous talented youth of both sexes^who desire

to devote themselves to the Piano forte; they should reflect, that their prog-re ss

depends on the strict observance of those fundamental principles, which experience

has ascertained to be the only ones that are correct ; and that any inattention, any
bad habit is sure to be attended with evil results, and which often can never be coun-

teracted at any future period.

They should consider, that music deserves the name of a fine art, only when it is

attained in a hig-h deg-re of practical perfection; and that it then is a splendid orna-

ment to any rank or situation in life; and that devotion to it, is capable of ensuring-

for the Professor an entrance into the more elevated circles; and indeed that in this

way mairv' have already laid the foundation of their worldly prosperity.

'"The g-reat practical Ai-tist is, in fact, a mig-hty Sorcerer; the whole world is open

^'to him; he conquers every heart.

In his life time wondered at, honored, rewarded, he may securely trust, that pos-

terity will not fors-et him.

FINIS.
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